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Determination of Far-Field Antenna 
/Y)f</~~7 

Patterns from Near-Field . ' 

Measurements 

RICHARD C., JOIJNSON., H. ALLEN ECKER, AND J. SEARCY HOLLIS 

Invi.led Paper 

.Abstract-In many cases, it is impractical or impossible to make 
antenna pattern measurements on a conventional far-field range; 
the ·distance· to the radiating far field may be too long, it may be 
impractical to move the antenna from its operating environment to 
an antenna range, or the desired amount of pattern data may require 
too much time on a far-field range. For these and other reasons, it 
is often desirable or nece::;sary to determine far-field antenna pat
terns from measurements made in the radiating nellr-field rf'i:ion: 
three basic techniques for accomplishing 'this have proven to be 
succ'!ssful. In the first technique, the aperture phase and amplitude 
distributions are sampled by a scanning field probe, and then the 
measured distributions are transionned to the far field. In the 
second technique, a plane wave that is a;,oroximately uniform in 
amplitude is created by a feed and large reflector in the immediate 
vicinity of the test antenna. And in the third technique, the te1;t 
antenna is focused within the radiating near-field region, patterns 
are measured at the reduced ran~e, and then the antenna is re
focused to infinity. Each of these techniques is ,iiscussed, and the 

· -various advantages and limitations of each technique are presented. 

I NTRODliCTIOS 

IN ).IANY CASES, it i:- impractical or impossil,lc to mea• 
sure antenna pattl·l"ns1 on a con\'cntional far-fidd range; 

· the distance to the radiatin~ far field may hli too loni:, it 
may be impractical to mo,·c the antenna from its operating 
eO\·ironmcnt to an antenna range, or the de,-ired amount of 
pattern data may .require too much time on a far-field ransc, 
For the,;c and other rea,:ons. it-oftcn·is desirable or neces,:ary 
to determine for-fidd ·antenna patterns from measurements 

. made in the radiating near-field region; three basic tech
niques for accomplishing this ha\'e pro,·cn to be successful. 
After pre.~enting introductory material, each of these tech
niques will be di:-cusst·d, and the ,·arious ach·antagcs and 
limitations of each technique will be presented. 

Field Regions .. . 
An antenna i~ a de,·ice for transforming a guided wave in_. 

to a wave radiated in space, or ,·ice ,·er,-a, and the distribu
tion .;f field strength about an antenna is, in general, a func-

: lion of both the distance from the antenna and the angular 
coordinates. Since it is our objective to determine antenna 
radiation pattern~, it is instructh·c first to consider the nature 
of the fidd regions surrounding an antenna. 

In the re~ion clo;:c to an antenna, the field will include a 

This in~i,,J paper is o•;e of a suks plamud on topi,s of imeral in:er,st-
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1 l.n antenna,pattcrn is a gr-Jphic;1l r<'!>r1•5entation of. the ra.Jialinn 

prol)t'rtic:o.oi an antenna a~ a fum:tion oi direction. \\'bt'n discu~sing an 
antenna, c,n~ usually dr5crihes its rropi.•rtic-~ as a transmittini: :intcnn~ •. 
The ruip•o<il_v li1torem. hnwf'\'cr, states that the directional pattern of a 
Teceiving antenna is idcntic-.tl •\\ith its 1,attc1 n as a trans:nittin.: antenna 
prcr.idl:d it contains no unilateral or nonlinear d'!vic,•s (1 }. 

X 

Fig. I. Scl1cm:itic rcr,r<'5<'ntativn of n plan:ir antenna aperture in tlie 
x-_v ,,tan<-, an ob:'t•n·ation point P, a111l distanc,·s to the observation 
r,oint froin lh~ origin and two clr111l't!,~ .,1 the an_tenna. 

reacti\·e component as well. as a r;:diating component. The 
strength of this reacrh-~ rvmponr.n t, h11we\'cr, decay;; rapiclly 
with di:;tance from the antenna so that it S<•on becomes in
~i~nilicant compared lo the strrn~th of th'! radiatini compo• 
ncnt. That rc1,:ion in spat·e in which the rcacti•:e co1\1poncnt of 
the fidd predominate,., is called the rcactfre 11car-field regio11, 
and beyond this r,:gion, the r.,diati~:! li,:l<l predominates. 

That region in whkh the radiatini;: fi<'ld prcrlominates is 
further subdi\'idcd into the ratliaii11.I! 1w,r-ftel1 region and the 
rmiillii1:g f ur-fiel,l rt·gio11. 1 n the radiating near-field region, 
the angular distributiuu of radiated energy is depc~dent on 
tltc Ji,.,ta,,~;e fr,>-m the antenna; \\ hcrcas,~in the radiating far
field region, the -angular distributi<in ·of- radiated energy is 
essentially independent <>f distance from the antenna. 

In th~ radiating near-field re~ion, the relative phases and 
the relati,·,e a111plitudes of contributions from various ele
ments of the c1ntenna are functions of the distance from the 
antenna. To_ ,·isu:llize this situatioi, refer t,:, the schematic 
reprc:-entation of Fig. 1. For simplici~y, asst.me that the an
tenna is planar and is located in the .r-y plane; the distances 
to the obscrrntion point P from t•:,·o c1rhitrary clements uf the 
antenna are repre~cntcd by r1 and ,~. Notice that as the ob
servation point i;; moved farther from the origin, in a fixed 
angular direction, the relative distance to the arbitrary cle-

-ml•nt" (r: minus r 1) changes; this ca::::;es the relath·e phases 
and .amplit!1dcs o! ~ontributions from elements 1 ancl 2 to 

•change_ with distance from the a11tenna. 13y extending this 
. argument to include all cc,;1tributing clements of the antenna, 
one sl'!cs that the measured r:idi~tion pattern of the antenna 
will depend ur,on the radi1Js to the observation point. 

When the distance to the ouserv:1tion point gets ,·cry 
large, ~trai~ht lines from any two contributing elements to the 
oh,-er,·ation point (r1 and r2, for example, in Fig. 1) arc cs~ 
sentially parallel and the ratio ri/r: is es~cni:ially uni~y. Thus 
at large dh,tances, the relati~·e phases and amplitudes of con~ 
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the three regions 
surrounding an antenna. 

tributions Crom the various elements change very slowly with 
distance, and the angular distribution of radiated energy 
measured at such large distances is essentially independent of · 
the distances to the obsen·ation point. This condition is in
dicative of the radiating far-field region. 

Thus the i-pace snrroundfog an antenna is c-ompoi-ed of 
three regions: the reacti,·e near-field region, the radiating 
near-field region, and the radiating far-field region [2 ]. Thl'se 
three regions arc shown pictorially in Fig. 2. The uoundarics 
between the regions are not well defined, but for any antenna 
the reacti\'e near-field region extend:- only a short distance 
[3]. The commonlr acc-eptcd distanc~ to the boundary be-
tween the rl'acti\'C and radiating near-field regions is >../21r. 
For electric-ally largc.antl'nnas of the aperture type, such as 
that depicted in Fig. 2, the commonly used criterion to define 
the distance to the boundary bet.ween the radiating near-field 
and far-field regions is [ 4] · 

1669 · 

Pattern Measurements 
• · Most aperture antennas are designed to transmit a beam 

over long distances: therefore, it is desirable to know certain 
features of the radiation pattern in the radiatiug far field. 
Since the conventional procedure is to operate the test an
tenna in a receiving mode, 2 it is desirable to illuminate the 

· test antenna with a uniform plane wave. The creation of such 
a wave is a difficult task, however, so one u!:::ally resorts to 
approximation methods. 

The conventional procedure for approximating a uniform 
plane wave is to locate a transmitting antenna at such a dis
tance that the incident wa,·e can be considered to be plane. In 
an ideal situation in which the transmitter is- locatec? 2D 2/">.. 
away from the test antt'nna, the spherical wa,·efront emitted 
from the transmitter will produce a maximum phase devia-
tion of ,r/8 at the edge of the antenna aperture. As mentioned 
pre\'iously, however, there are special situations .in which 
such a phase de,·iation is too large, and in these case~, dis-. 
tances greater than 2D:/>., ·must be used. 

Besides the pha,-e de,·iation due to the spherical wavefront 
emitted·L,y the transmitter, other serious problems can arise 
due to unwanted reflections from the ~round and surrounding 
objects on an antenna range. Normally, one de,;ires to mea
sure· free-space patterns which imply a single source of cncr~y . · 
reaching the test antenna; howe,·er, unwanted reflections 
from the surroundings can cause mcasuremem t.rrcrs. 

As the separation between the transmittin~ antenna and 
test antenna increases, it hecomes more difficult to keep un
\\'anted reflections Crom the ground and surrounding ohjccls 
below acceptable lcYcls. Ali-o, for very large antennas and for 

. vcr}' short wavelengths, the distance_ to the radiating far l:c1<l 
may be so long that it is impractical or impossible to make the 
meac;uremcnts on a con\'Cntional range. In adrlition, many 

· antennas cannot be mo,·ed from their opcratinr. Pnvirunmcnt 2D2 

R-=-
. ). 

( ) to an antenna range, and with some antennas, .. uch as phased 
· 

1 
arrays,· the desired amount of pattern data may require 
_enormous mea.c.urement time on a con,•entional antenna range . 

. -,a,here D is the largest dimension of the aperture and>. is the For those and other reasons it often is dc!'irahle to dctcr-'1avelength. ·-,- · ~ine far-field antenna patterns from measurements made in 
·· Although the aforementioned criterion to define distance the radiating near-field region; three ba!'ic techniques for acto the far-field region is generally accepted and is_ used quite •complishing this ha,·c proven--to be. successful. In the fi~st 

widely, one must al\ltay~ remember that it is an arbitrary : • technique, the aperture phase and amplitude dist~ib~tions arc 
choice and that it is inadequate for some special situations. ~mpled by a scanning field probe, and then the measured 
For example, if one must accurately mcai-ure patterns 0£ an- distributions.are transformed to the far field. In the sec-ond tennas having \'ery low sidclobes or if one must niake accurate technique,· a• plane wave that is approximately uniform in gain mea.;uremcnts of pyramidal horns which have large . amplitude is created by a feed and large reflector in the jm- ·. phase deviations acro:,;s their apertures;the measurement dis- · mediate vicinity of the test antenna. And in the third tcchtarice may ha\'e to be much longerthan 2D'/A. · - nique, the test antenna is focused within the radiating near-

Arguments ha\'c been advanced for decreasing or for in- . field region, patterns are recorded at the reduced range, and 
creasing the accepted distance to the boundary between the then the antenna is refocused to infinity. 
near-field and Car-field regions; however, 2D1 A seems to be. The ahove techniques will be presented in more detail in the most popular choice. The situation is analogous to trying the following three sections, and then a.II three techniques will 
to decide the ideal height for a stepladder. Most of us might . be discussed in the concluding remarks. 
agree that 2 mis an ideal height, but there will be special jobs· 

·· which require a higher ladder and other jobs in which a TRANSFORMATJOY OF •NEAR-FIFLD MEASUREMENT DATA 
. shorter ladder is acceptable. · TO OBTAIN FAR-FIELD PATTERNS 

It has been customary in the past to refer to field _regions _. Background. · 
as Fresnel or Fraunhofer, after the approximations described. - ·. _- When antennas are very large or when the final stages o! · As pointed out by Hansen [3 ], this practice should l:>e dis- - assembly occur at the installation site .the direct mea<;urement · ..couraged. It is better to define field regions as reactive near _ of accurate far-field. patterns is extr«:rnely difficult and often · field, radiating near field, and radiating far field as discui-!-ed 
earlier and illustrated in Fig. 2. Then, the terms Fresnel and 
Fraunhofer can be used more correctly to refer_ to analytical . ·_. 'An antenna usually is tested in a receiving mode because it is con- .. . ·•. venient to have the pattern recording equipment .located near the ·an. approximations. ' · : . tcnna under test. 
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impossible. Some investigators have resorted to the use of air
craft [5], earth satellites [6], or celestial bodies [7] as a 
measurement site or sourc'! to achieve the required far-field . 
distance for antenna measurements. As an alternative to the 
direct measurement -of far-field patterns, the mathematical 
transformation of measured near-field data can produce 
accurate far-field patterns. 

Two fundamentally different principles have been applied 
in attempts to determine far-field antenna patterns from 
measurements of the near field of an antenna. Initial efforts 
were inspired by the principle that the complete electromag
netic field configurations surrounding an antenna can be com
puted if either the current or charge distribution over the 
antenna structure is known exactly [8]. Thus work centered 
on accurate measurements of the tangential magnetic H field 
in ·very close proximity to the antenna structure [9]-[11). 
For aperture antennas, the Huygens-Fresnel Principle [4, 
ch. 4] was utilized to form an equivalent source from the 
aperture field distributions. The Huygens-Fresnel Principle 
states that each point on a given wavefront can be regarded 
as a secondary source that gi\'cs rise to a spherical wa\'clct. 
The field at any point exterior to the wa\·efront can be 
clerh·cd from a superposition of these elementary wa\·elcts. 
The Equi\'alence Theorem gi\·en by SchelkunolT [12) pro
,·ides a rigorous mathematical treatment of the Huygens
Fresnel Principle applied to electromagnetic waves. 

The second method for determining far-field patterns from 
near-field mea!-urcments is ba!-cd on cxnre,-:-ing the total 
electromagnetic field in terms oC :i modal expan!-ion. The 
amplitudes and phases of thc!-c mo.cies can be dcrh·ed from 
measurements of the electroma~ncric field o\'er an appropriate 
surface in the m·ar field, for example, a plane surface fur a 
plane-wa\'e expansion or a cylindrical surface for a cylindrical• 
wa,·e expansion. Howe\'er, the exact distance of ·the surface 
from the antenna is usually· not critical. Knowledge of the 
amplitude and phase of each component in the modal expan
sion permits a complete de:-cription of the radiated field and 
therefore the far_.field radiation pattern. 

The following i-ections describe the two basic methods for 
determining for-field patterns by transformation of near-field 
measurement data: 1) direct determination of i-ourcc dii-tri-. 
bution from near-lield ~easurcments and 2) modal expan:-ion 
:ind determinatio~ of mode charactcri,-tics froni near-lield 
measurements. Typical results arc presented and advantages 
and disadvantages of the two methods are identified. 

· Far-Field Determination irom Sottrce Distrib1ttions Derit-ed , 
. · from Near-Field Measurements . 

Basic Concepts: It can be shown that the complete electric 
E and magnetic H fields within a gh·en volume can be ex
pressed in terms of the current densities of lhe.sources within 
the volume and the \'alues of the field it!-elf over the bounda
ries of the vo!ume. This re!-ult is obtained by applying a vector 
Green's Theorem to the pair of \'ector Holmholtz equations 
~epresenting the electric and magnetic fields in the voh1mc. If 
the volume of interest is defined to contain no sources and 
to be bounded by a closed surface Sand the sphere at infinity, · 
the E and H fields at a point P within the volume are shown 
by Silver [4, ch. 9] to be 

' 
E11 = 

4
~f [-jw,u(,l Xfl)if;+ (n X.E) . 

. X Vi/;+ (,l-E)V~da] (2) 

PJlOCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, DECEllBER. 1973 

Hp = _: f [jwE(1i X E)if, + (n X H) 
4,r • ·. 

• 

X Vi/I+ (1i•lf)Vi/l]da 
' 

(3) 

where ,i is the unit vector normal to the surface. The function 
if; is the scalar portion of the Green's function and is given by 

(4) 

where k is the free space wa\'enumber and r is the distance 
from a point on the surface to a field point. The function i/1 
satisfies the radiation condition with the result that the values 
of the above surface integrals over the sphere at infinity are 
zero. Also, all sourc~ are assumed to be enclosed by the 
surfaces. 

\\'hen it is desirable to determine the current or charge 
distrihution on the surface of the antenna rather than the 
field distribution in an aperture, the closed surface S is 
assumed to be perfectly conducting and the boundary condi
tions 

,lXE-0 

p, 
n•E--

E 

,iXH==K 

· ·f4·H == 0 (5) 

arc applied, ,,·here K is the surface rurrent density and p, is 
the surface charge den;.ity. If, in addition, the equation of 
continuity relating current clen,:itr and charge density is 
utilized, the equations for the E an<l H lielcis can be expres,-cd 

. in terms of either c11rrcnt den'-itr or char~e density alone. In 
terms of sun·ace current density on the perfectly conducting 

. surface S, the electric and magnetic fielcls at a point P in the 
volume o( intere5t then can be expressed as 

. . j .J . e-;,... 
·E,, == - - [(K·V)';' -i- k2K]-da 

. 4rWE • T · 
(6) 

. 1 J e;_itr . 
H11 == - (KX V)-tla. 

. 4r • r 
(7) 

Thus i~ it-; fundamental formulation, the method o( 
determining field pattern.; from !-01.1rce di.:tribntiooc: invril\'e!I 
the application of (2) (3) for aperture distributions or (6) 
and (7) for current distributions. In the first case, near-field 
measurem~nts arc made to determine the E ;ind H field dis
tributions o\'er a sur(~ce surrounding the antenna, whereas, 
in the second c:i;;e, measurements oi tangential Hor normal 
E fields very clo;;c to the physic:il str11cture of the antenna 
are made to e\·aluate surface current densities or surfar~ 
charge densities. E')nations (6) ~nri (7) can be expressed in 
terms of charge densities rather than current densities by 
application of the equation of continuity. 

Except for very simple geometries, (2), (3), (6), and (7) 
are extremely di'ficult or impossible tJ apply without ap
proximations. These approximations usually relate to the 

· nature of the fields· or currents on the. surface over which the 
integration is performed. The approximations that are neces
sary to permit evaluation of the surface integrals usually fall 
into one of the following areas: 

1) • assuming negligible contribution of the fields or currents 
over some portion of the. surface; 

2) assuming all radiation follows outward normals io the 
· surface; · 
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'3) assuming the electric and magnetic fields are linearly The most common technique for mea~uring the magnetic 
field and thus the source current distribution is the smali-loQp related as in a plane wave; 

4) assuming small-angle approximations and thus limiting antenn.i. \\"hiteside and King [18] in,·e~tigated thP. properties 
the angular region for locating the field point. . of small circular and square-loop antennas for probes. Rc-,rnlts 

are compared for theoretical calculations and measurements Approximations of this type should be d(stin~uished from ~he. with singularly loaded and doubly loaded loops. It wns de-
normal far-field approximations that simplify computation termineri that the diameter of singularly loaded loops must 
but produce valid results at distances sutticicntly far from the be maintained less than 0.0lX to pre,·ent large measurement 
source to satisfy far-field conditions discussed in the Intro-· errors, whereas, doubly loaded loops could achi~~,·e comparable 
duction. accuracy with diameters as large as 0.15X. 

Near-Field Probing: Im·estigators of this source distribu- The open-ended wa,·eguide .or small horn is a very useful 
tion method for determination of far-field patterns ha\'e con- near-field probe in the microwave region. In contrast to the 
centrated on near-field measurement techniques intended to dipole probe fed by a coaxial cable, these probe,- require no 
permit an accurate description of the _source amplit~de an~ balun to obt;tin satisfactory re!'ults. Richmond and Tice [13] 
phase distributions. Richmond and Tice [13] hav~ in,·e!;tt• have in,·cstigated the effect of size of waveguide probes on the 
g::tted the desired characteristics for a probe to he suitable for measurement of phase and amplirnde distribudons in the 
microwa,·e near-field measurements. Their criteria for a suit- near field. Dielectrically filled w,l\'eguidcs co\"ered with ab
able probe are the following: · . · ' . sorbing materials were used to. obtain small aperture probes. 

1) Any distortion of the fields by the probe and the associ- . When operating probes at 9.Ji 5 GHz (X = 3.2 cm), they found 
ated equipment must not seriously affect the accuracy of the that a dielectrically filled open-ended wa,·eguide with diml'11-
measurement. sions of 0.46 cm by J.07 cm gave essentially the same results 2) The aperture of the probe must be small enough to as a probe with aperture size 0.36 cm by O.il cm; whereas, 
measure essentially the field at a point. -probes with larger apertures gave significantly different 

3) The probe must have the desired polarization to a high . results. Good agreement between calculated and measured 
degree of accuracy. . . far-field patterns from a horn were obtained when the smallest 

4) The probe must deliver a signal voltage large enough to aperture probe was used to measure the aperture distrihution 
permit accurate measurements. · of the horn for the computation of the far-fie:d µattcrn. Their 

Borts and \\'oonton [14), [15) ha\"e studied the effect of results indicate that probe aperture areas less than X'/16 arc 
the directivity of the probe on measurements of aperture required for accurate near-field measurements. 
fields. A variety of probes including shielded loops, tapered justice and Rumsey (19] ha,·e developed a technique for 
waveguides, electric dipoles, and biconical antennas were measuring near-field distributions ba~ed on detecting the re
in,·estigatcd. Probes of the i-ize of half-wave dipoles or ~mailer tlect<'d wa,•e from a thin, straight, crmductins i-catt~rtr 
were determined to be nl•cessary for accurate me~c:urements placed in the unknown field. Although straightforward in 
of the field. Probes with more directivity than half-wave theory, careful attention to instrumentation is required to 
dipoles were found to produce large measurement errors. This implement this technique properly. A very carefully matched 
work \\·as done mainly with field distributions in c.ircular hybrid is required to achieve the necessa:-y isolation to 
apertures to permit an empirical correction factor developed · · separate the reflectl.d ~ignal from the transmitted si~nal. 
by Andrews .[16] to be used in the calculation of the fit'lds. Thus the fine balance required on this hybrid junction makes 
Andrews interprets his empirical relationship as the result of a very stable frequency source a nccc:;sity. Also, c...re mu~t 
interference between the primary wave in the aperture and be taken in choosing the length-to-diameter ratio of the 
secondary wa\'es Crom the edge of the aperture. A brief · scatterer to discriminate between mutually perpendicular . 
description of aperture edge effects and associated approxi- fields~Justice and Rumsey indicate that this technique oper-

. mations will be given later. · . · ··· ated successfully at 3 GHz and at 10 GHz. Richmond and 
Plonsey [17] has shown that under certain conditions, an Tice [13] show that when using the scattering technique at 

electric probe can be used for the measurement of surface 9;375 GHz, _a scatterer of length no greater than 0.76 cm 
distributions. In his method, an electric monopole is used to ( "'A/4) wa.c;> required to achieve the same accuracies that can 
measure the rate of change of electric field to determine the be obtained with small open-ended waveguide probes. 
magnetic field and thus the surface current. The accuracy of .·. The scattering technique for measurement of near fields 
the method is limited by the approximation of the partial . has been extended by Cullen, Parr, and Richmond [20], [21) 
derivative of the tangential electric field with respect to the by producing modulation on the scattered fields to make 
·distance from the conducting surface by the expression separation of the scattered field from the incident field easier. 

aEv.a &aa(ap) . --a, ap (8) 

where /J.p is the distance of the probe from the conducting 
surface. A comparison of measured and calculated results 
indicates that accurate measurements .of reflector su, face · 
currents with an electric probe can be achieved if probe-

. reflector distances no greater than >./20 are used. An evalu
ation of errors introduced by interaction between probe and 
reflector indicated that· interaction errors were acceptable for 
this spacing. The chief source of error appeared to be in the 
accuracy with which the position of the probe relative to the 
reflector could be measured. 

Hu .[22] used two diodes in a small loop of wire, such that the 
scattered field from the magnetic moment of the loop was 
modulated but the scattered field due to the electric moment 
was not modulated. Harrington [23] has shown that the 
backscattered fields can be greatly enhanced if the scattcri~g 
object is loaded to produce a resonance. When short dipoles 
and small loops are loaded to produce resonance, an improve
ment of the order of 30 dB can be obtained over the scatte.rcd 
field from nonresonant scatterers. 

Pattern Computation and Associdted Approximations 
·. The computation of far-field patterns from source distri

.. butions · derived from near-field · measurements has _its most 
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Fig. 3. Geometry for electric-curn:nt line source 
and an external field point P. 

TABLE I 

COKPARlSON DATA OF MEASCllED AND CALCl..'LATED VALUES 
FOil LINE-SOUllCE ASTEN:SA 

(From G:11n:ira1 [27)) 

l\lrosured • Calculated 

HaU-power beamwidth 
Tenth~power beamwidth 
First-order zero right-side location 
First-order zero left-side location 
Sccond-ord<>r zero right-side location 
Second-order zero left-side loc:ition 
First-order sidelobe magnitude right-side 

loc:ition 
First-order ·11idelobe magnitude lch-11ide 

location 

3.6° 
7.4° 
5.8° 
6.5° 

10.s• 
9.5° 

18.8 dB 

25. 7 dB 

3.5° 
1.0° 
6.1s0 

5.9° 
9.s• 
9.5° 

21.7 dB 

2-l.2 dB 

useful applications in situations in which either the ~eometry 
of the !iurface of the source can be made ,·cry simple as in a 
line source or the an1:ular region of interest in the far fi<:ld can 
be restricted to the main beam and clol'e-in sidclobes. For the 
case of a line source, the surface integrals in (6) and (7) reduce 
to line integrals and the q, component of the magnetic field in 
the far-field region can be expressed simply as 

jk sin 8e-:1cR f •1 
11• c:: . /(:')e;h' co, 'dz' 

J_!R •• 
(9) 

when the geometry is as shown in Fig. 3 and the following far
field approximations can be applied: 

1) the distance r, except in the phase term, can be replaced 
by R, the distance from the field point to the origin; . 

2) the value 1/r can be neglected in compari:;on with jk; 
3) the directions of fir and dr can be considered parallel. 

· The 6 component of the electric field can be derived from the 
magnetic field from the expression 

{10) 
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Fig. 4. Ml'asurl"d ancl comi,ut"rl far-fir-lJ (11-pl;inl') antenna patterns 
for :i folded geodesic LuncbeYg h:ns :intenn:i operating at 4.3 mm. 

computed from relath·cly poor near-field data even for 
millimeter-wave antennas. A measured far-field pattern and 
the far-field pattern computed from crude measurements of 
the source distribution are shown in Fig. 4 for a 4.3-mm wa\'e 
antenna, a folded geodesic Luncucq: lens with a line source 
length of approximately 58.4 cm. [28]. Good agreement be
tw~n calculated and measured patterns was achie,·ed to 
below the ,.... 20~dn level. Also, the shoulders obsen·ed on the 

· mea,mrt"d pattern between the -20-dB and -30-dD levels 
were predicted. 

If planar· apertures such as those that mi~ht be en
countered in paraboloidal reflectors, horns, or slots are of 
interest, the !'ource distribution is assumed ·to exist over a 
planar aperture in an opaque planar surface extending to 

. infinity in both dimensions (see Fig. 5). For this geometry, 
· (7) can be expressed as 

·._··.·. - ·1 f ( uE. oi/t) 1 f 
E,. = - - "1 - - E- da + - i/t(E X f)d! 
. · 4r . A on on. 41r e 

The application of (9) and (10) for determining far-field · · 1 f 
patterns from line sources is covered in many references [4, - --.- 'vi/t(-r·H)dl 
ch. 3], [24}. Also, Taylor [25], Ecker (26), and others have 

4
1rJWE " · 

(11) 

used the line source computation method to investigate far- where -r is the u11it ~-ector along the line integral contour. The 
field pattern synthesis. Gamara [2i] h.L<; compared computed magnetic: field at P can be given in a similar form. \Ve note 
and measured far-field .patterns from line sources and has .. that the initial term in (11) represents a surface integral o\·er 
analyzed sources of error. He concluded that good agreement· the aperture distribution whereas the !'econd and third terms 
can be achie\'ed with relati..-ely un!-ophisticated measurement involve line contour integrals to account for the discontinuity 
equipm('nt. A comparison of beamwidths, sidelobe levels, and . at the edge of-the aperture in the electric anJ magnetic fields, 
null positions for measured and calculated patterns is shown · respectively. Silver· [-l, ch. 5] arg11es that for linear polariza
in Table I for Gamara's line source. tion and for small angles from the normal to the aperture the 

Useful far~field patterns in the main~lobe region can be · . two co:itour integrals approximately cancel. Woonton (14] 
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X 

r P(x,y,x) 
--:;.:;::;• . -.., R ,. 
8 

z 

Fig. S. Schematic representation of a planar npcrtureA in thes-yplanc, 
an arbitrary point p in the aperture, and a field point P in the right 
hemisphere. 

shows that Andrews' [16] empirical modification to the sur-. 
face integral for circular apertures is an attempt to account for 
the effects of the two contour integrals. 

For the ai-!'umptions of linear polarization and small 
angles, the equation for the electric field at a point can be 
reduc~d to the scalar integral 

e, = - ..:J .(,J, a& - /Ji/I) da 
· 4,r A Oil 811 · 

(12) 

in which the ,·alue of the integral is the particular linear com
ponent of the electric field at the point. This equation can be 
recognized as the Kirchhoff diffraction formula that is u::cd · 
in phy;-kal optics (29 ]. For the planar aperture shown in 
Fig. 5, Silver has reduced the scalar equation to apply for the 
pre,·iously s:iYen far-field criteria and to a restricted set o( 

· geometrical and field conditions. This scalar formulation of 
the far field from a pl:lnar aperture is given by the integral 

. e(x, ,, :) = :R e:-;u IA F(;, 11)e'1: liD l(f -· H• lift ~>aa (13) 

where the field over the. l),perture is given 'Ji 

F(~, 11) = A(~, .,,),-N,.<f.•> (14) · 
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Fig, 6. 1\l('asu~d :ind con1puted F.- :ind H-plane patterns of a standard 
i:ain horn or,er.uini: at 16 GHz. Calculated pauern.q for 11calar and 
\"t'Ctor formulations are shown. (From Paris, (39].) 

shown in Fig. 3, Paris expresses the electric and magnetic fields 
in vector form as 

-jkf 
E(z, y, z)=~ A(i, 

X [(,lXE}-~ u,X(nxH)]-r-:•-· da (15) 

and A(;, 17) and 1/,,,(!, 11) are the aperture amplitude and pha~e · · · · 
distributions, respecth·ely. · .· ·. · -jkf 

T . . . . . f I f H(%, y, :) =- ti, he restrictions on the ut1hzat1on o the !-C:l ar ormula- . . : . . 4r A 
·· tion in (13) haYe been summarized by Paris (30] as follows: 

1) harmonic time variations, 'x [<nXH)- • /~ 1?,X(,iXE)] r,1:, da. (16) 
'2) linear, homogenoi.Js, isotropic, and source-free medium, · · . ,Y · Jl ·. r 
3) zero tangential field intensities o,·er thesurface .area 

outside the aperture, 
4) negligible contributions of the intensities ·around the· 

boundar}' of A, 
5) p!ane aperture A, · 
6) short wavelengths, 
7) r»'A/2.r, 
8) n•u,.so::n•a,=cos8, 

. 9) r;lr /rs.:: (r;,.-r I R)eilt ,iatch11.+• •in • i, 

10) incidence of a TEM wave along the normal to the 
. aperture, 

11) t+cos8:::::2 .. ·· 

.Paris has shown that by using the ,;ector formulation for the 
lar field fo the diffraction problem more accurate results can 
be achieved. For this formulation only restrictions 1), 2), 3), 

·. and· 7) from the previous list apply. Using the same geometry 

. . 

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of measured patterns and com-
. puted patterns by the scalar and ,·ector formulations for a · 
pyramidal horn [30]. These data for E and H-plane power 
patterns at 16 GHz indicate that much. better agreement 
between measured and calculated results occurs when the 
vector formulation is used. Of course, considerably more com
plicated numerical techniques are necessary to implement the· 
vector equations . 

The development of systems for the simultaneous mea
surement of phase and amplitude of microwave fields has 
greatly facilitated near-field meac;urement techniques. Clay
ton, Hollis, and Teegarden [31) reported in 1961 the use of a 
microwave phase-amplitude m\"!asuring system to determine 
the near-field distribution of a 30.5-cm paraboloidal antenna 

· operating at 13.5 GHz. They achie\'ed a phase accuracy and 
. stability of 5° and amplitude measurements within O.~ dB 
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Fir. 7. l\lcasur<'d and computed £-plane patterns of a 30.5-cm parnboloidal antenna operating at t 3.5 GHz. Two measured patterns are shown with the antenna rotatc.-d 1110° about its focal axis bc.-twecn the two measurements. 

over a 40-dB dynamic range. The ph:i!ic :ind :implitudc of the· 
aperture field were measured along II-plane cuts.· made at 
intervals of 1.27 cm O\"er a .50.8-cm square located about 25 
cm in front of the dish. The near-field probe was a diclcctri
cally loaded wa,·e~uicle with insiJe dimensions of 0.57 cm· 

·•by 0.28 cm. . . 
A principal £-plane pattern was calculated Crom these 

da.ta using an analog type Fourier integral computer d~
scril,ed by Clayton· and Hollis [32]. This computer applies 

. the scalar diffraction integral given in (13) with pre,·iously 

. defined appro.,dmations for far-field calculations. 
· A comparii'on of. measured and calculated E-plane pat-

. terns for the 30.48-cm paraboloidal antenna is given in Fig. 7. 
Two measured patterns arc shown hcrausc the far-field pat· 
terns were mea.sured on a temporary range with relatively 

. large un,vanted reflections. The antenna was rotated through 
180° al,out its focal axis between mea~1•r~ments of the· two 
patterns as an indication. of the interference resulting. from 

irange reflections. Very .good agreement l,etween the mea-. 
· sured and calculated patterns is achieved consi.derfog the 
· variation in the two measured patterns due to reflections. 

As indicated b}• the preceding examples, the source dis
trilJution method can be used to calculate far-field patterns 
with acceptable accuracy for the main beam and close-in 
sidelobes. Probes, near-field positioners, and receiving systems 
using phase-lock techniques are now available that permit 

. simu.ltaneous phase and amplitude measurements of near 
fierds ~,-ith greater accuracy than indicated above. With· 
measurement data from such systems, .the scalar diffraction 

·. integral is adequate for many situations. Although better 
. agreement between measured and calculated results can be 

' achieved with a' vector formulation of the'diffraction integral, 
the mod~ expani-ion method presented in the next section is 

· superior to both the scalar and ,·ector diffraction integral 
methods. 

Far-Field Delerminatittn by tlze Modal E.-cpansion Method 
Basic Concepts: In the modal expansion method, measured 

near-lidd data from an antenna arc con\:erted to a summation 
oi: spectrum of modes corresponding to wavenumbers in the 
coordinate system in which the near-licld data arc measured. 
The pattern of the probe is also tran:-formrd to obtain a modal 
expansion in terms of wavenumhers. \\"ith these data the 
weighting of the probe pattern on each component of the 
wavenumber i::pectrum of the near-fielcl data can be elimi
nated on a term-by-term ha:-is. This correc-.ted wavenumber 
spectrum can .then be used to ohtain the far-field pattern for 
the test ante.nna. Thus one of the major difficultie,; in apply-

.fog the source distril,ution method to determine far-field 
patterns, that of findi11~ an ideal proLe for mcasLi1c111cnt of 
the source distribution, is eliminated by the modal expansion 
method. • 

The modal expan1-ion method is based on the fact that an 
arbitrary electromagnetic field pattern can be expressed as a 
linea·r combination of a set of orthogonal solutions in an 
appropriate coordinate system. Ilooker and- Clcmmow [33] 
analyzed the concept of a spectrum of plane waves in terms 
of the rclationshir between an aperture distribution and the 
polar antenna pattern. They derh·ed the relationship between 
the near field of an aperture antenna and the plane-wave 
expansion and· the conditions under which the plane-wa,·e 
spectrum can be expressed in terms oi the far-field polar 
antenna pattern. . 

Kerns [34] and Dayhoff [35] have used the plane-wave· 
· modal expansion methcd to eliminate the• effects of probe 
characteristics in determining far-field patterns Crom near
field measurem~nts. For the special ca.-.e of no multiple reflec
tions between. test antenna and probe, they de,·eloped a 
method to eliminate the effects of the probe characteristics 
on the calculated Car-field pattern. Th:s work utilized a scat-

.· tering matri~ analysis and could be appiied to arbitrary an- · 
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tennas ~nd probes if the pattern characteristics of the probe 
were known. 

Joy and Paris [36] have investigated sample spacing cri
teria and techniques to minimize required near-field mea
surement data in the determination of far-field patterns from 
near-field measurements using the plane-wave modal expan
sion method. Two-dimensional i:patial filtering was used to 
reduce the computations required to caiculate far-field pat-
terns. Also, the plane-wave spectrum of near-field data was 
corrected for the effects of the measurement probe. 

A two-dimensional cylindrical-wave modal expansion 
technique has been investigated by Brown [37], [38] and 
Juli [38]-[40] and results have been experimentally verified. 
They treated a cylindrical line source to ohtain full 360° 
patterns around the antenna. However, their work was 
limited to two-dimensional proLlems for which there is no 
dependence on the z coordinate. A method for compensating 
for the effects of the probe was developed and shown to be 
practical i( the wavenumber spectrum of the probe were 
known. · · 

Leach [41] has developed a new method for determining 
the far-field pattern of an antenna from probe-compensat<'d 
near-field measurements o,·er the surface of a right circular 
cylinder enclosing the antenna. This method is derived by 

. expanding the radiatl'd near field in cylindrical-wave cxpan
Gions and by using the Lorentz reciprocity theorem to solve · 
for the fields radiated by the antenna. The problem of spatial 
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where kz and k11 are the wavenumber; in the :candy directions, 
respective!~•. As shown by Clem mow [45 ]. the electric field 
intensity in the charge-free region ::~O can be represented as 

. 1 J .. J .. E(.r, y, z) = - A(k .. , k,J exp [jk·R]dkztlkv (18) • • 2r __ 

where 

k = azkz + 6,,k,, + a,(ko2 - k.,: - k,,2)1 12 

k." + k,,2 2:: ko2 (19) 

and ko= 27r/A is the free space wavenumher. Although the 
· evaluation of the integral in (18) may not be possible in the 

general ca:--e, for koZ»l an asymptotic expani-ion for the elec
tric field in the far-field region can be derh'cd by the method 
of steepest descer.t and rc:presentcd as 

jk cos Oe-;",R · 
E1(R, 8, ff,) = ---- A(k,.o, k,,o) . R (20) 

where the wavenumbers k,.o and k11o are the values of kz ancl k11 

at the saddle point of the integral given in (18). These i:aclclle 
point ,·alues are gh·en by 

kzo = ko sin 8 cos tf, 

k,,o = ko sin 8 sin tf,. (21) 

sampling criteria is also treated for the cylindrical measure- Joy and Pari" [36] have established the i:ample spacing 
ment surface and lower bounds are e~tablished for the axial criterion for field samples over a rl'ctangular lattice in the 
and polar angll' san_1plc interrnl on the cylinder. plane sl'parated by grid spacini;:s t:.x and t::.y. If it is known 

Jensen [42) has dcscrihed a m~tJ,r,,j !or obtaining a far- that the plane-wave spectrum is zero for I ~zi iE; k,.,,. and 
· field pattern from measurements of the near fil'ld over a I k

11 
I ~ k,,.;. where k_ and kirn are positi\'e real numhcr:-, then 

sphere that enclo;:es the test antenna. A procedure for com- the electric field can be reconstructed for all points on the 
pensating for thed1dracteristics of the probe is descr_ibed also, plane :: = O _with grid spacings of t:.x = r/ k,,,. and t:.y= 7r/ k!JWI. 
although neither the 1.,.,;;ic technique nor the compcn;:ation If the measurement plane ::=0 is located in a rei;:ion which. 
method have been tested experimentally. Ludwig [43] uses a contains no evanescent wan•s, then the maximum wave-

. spherical-wave expansion as a numerical technique for ex• numhers are k- = k""' = ko= 21r/'A.. For this ca:--e, the maximum 
pressing arbitrary fields specified by analytical, experimental,. sample ::pacings for the field are t:.:r: =t:.y =X/2. 
or numerical data. The application of this technique, however, · Burns, Joy, and Rodrigue at Georgia Tech have recently 
was for the computation of near-field patterns from far-field completed 3 comparison of far-field patterns computed by the . 

· ·. data and Lud\•dg shows comparisons of measured and com- . plane-wave expansion method from near-field measurement 
puted patterns that demonstrate the accuracy of the· tech- data ,\'ilh patterns ml'asured directly on far-field rani;:es. For 
nique. · . · · . · this investigation, the test antenna was a J.22-m paraboloid 
• James and Longdon [44] have described a method for operated at 5.45 GHz with an azimuth (only) monopulse feed. 

obtaining the far-field spherical-wave expansion of an arbi-. The near' field 0 ( the antenna was sampled at spacings of 
. · trary antenna from measurements of the radial component of. X/3 in a plane approximately lOX from the antenna aperture. · · 

· · · the electric and magnetic fields over a sphere enclosing the Measured near-field amplitude and phase distributions for a 
• antenna. A disadvantage of this method is the rapid rate at 128 by 128 matrix of measurement points in a plane parallel to 
which the radial fields decreac;e with distance from the an- the aperture are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for the monopulse .. 
tenna. In addition, the method requires the use of two mea-. difference pattern. The near-field phase distribution shows 
surement probes, one for the electric field and one for the dearly the 180° difference in pha;:e between the two lobes of 

. magnetic field. ~o technique for probe compensation was the difference pattern and also the circular region correspond-
described in their investigation. . . . . . ing to the .collimated beams that is approximately the size 

· Plane-Wave Expansion: The function known as the wave- · of the aperture. The interfering field due to back radiation 
number spectrum for a plane-wne expansion can be derived . and diffraction from the feed produces concentric circular · 
from the tangential components of the electric field vector E ridges in both the phase and amplitude plots. 
over, the plane aperture of interest. Thus if the aperture is . The near-field data shown in Figs. 8 and 9 were used to 
located in the plane :-=O, the plane-wave spectrum can be compute the far-field difference pattern of the test antenna. 

. · expressed as Fig. 10 shows a· three-dimen~ional representation of this. 

I A(k., k,,) 
.. · 1 .. .. .··. ··· .. · . . . · .. · .... 

· . .... -
2
,rf ~f ~E(x~y,O)exp [~j(kzx +k,,y)]dxdy. 

computed pattern in wavenumber i:pace for an angular sector 
± 22° in azimuth ana in elevation. Fig. 11 shows a comparison. 
of the principal azimuth plane pattern calculated by the 
plane-wave expansion method· from near-field data with the . (17) 

. pattern from the same plane measured on a far-neld range .. 
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Fig. s.· Near-field amplitude distribution for azimuth (only) monopulse antenna. Difference pattern at 5.45 GHz. 
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Fi&. 10. Computed far-field difference pattern in w.i.venumber llpace for azimuth (only) rnonopulse antenna operating at SAS GHz. Along each principal plane (kz•O or k,mO), the angular section is approximately ±22°. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of measured far•fil:'ld p:ittcrn and com1,utcd far-field pattern over a ±20° aector 
in principal azimuth plane of monovulsc difference pattern at 5.45 GHz. 

Fig. 12 ... High-resolution plot of main-beam region of computed far-field 
pattern in ,i,-;i.\•cnumbcr space for azimuth (only) monopulse antenna 
operating at SAS GHz. Along each principal plane (k,•O or kw-0), 
the angular 11ector is approximately ±~0

• 

Computer capacity determines the re5olution with which · 
the pattern can be calculated for any gh·en _angular sector. 
If better resolution is required, the pattern can be divided into 

_subsectors and calculations can be made for each subsector 
Rparately. For example, Fig. 10 i,;hows a pattern for an 
angular region of ± 22° plotted from a 63 by 63 matrix of· 

· computed points. If only the main beam region ±5° from the 
«!ifference null is of interest, the same number of points can be 

· computed for the reduced !c'ector resulting in increased resolu
tion as shown in Fig. 12. 

Recent work at the National Bureau of Standards by 
.: • 0 • .Baird, Newell, Wacker, and Kerns [46] also substantiates 

that very accurate determinations of far-field radiation 
patterns and gain are possible with the modal expansion 

· ,method using the plane-wa\·e spectrum technique. Operating . 
at 47.73 GHz over a dynamic range of 45dB, they investigated 

. the plane-wave spectrum o( -.an· open-ended waveguide, a 

standard gain horn, and an electrically large horn-lens an
tenna. It is their opinion that because of the rigorou~ theoreti
cal structure and the expcrimental documentation that the 
calculated far-fit:ld rc!'ults • obtained by applying the modal 
expan!'ion method to near-field measurements arc at le:,::t ~c: 

accurate-and as ca!-ily obtained as any results of equal com
pleteness that could be obtained from direct far-field mea
surements. 

CyliHdrical-Wai·e Expa1ision: It can h s!-iown that the 
cylindrical-wave rpcct:·um of an antenna can · be obtained 
from the output of a probe used to measure the tangential 
electric· field on the surface of a right circular cylinde_r en
dosing the antenna. The cylindrical-wave spectrum of the 
probe cari be used to modify the measured resulls from the 

· test antenna to compensate for the nonideal characteristics 
o( the probe. When the method of steepest descent is applied 
to approximate the far field of the-cylindrical-wave spectrum, · 
Leach {41] shows the result is · · 

.-E~ == 0 
. , . .. 

-j2 sin 8 • · ·· · 
,. E,== ----e--;1toR :E. j"b,.(kocos 8)eia• 

R -· -2sin8 • 
E. == ---e-;hR L j"a.,.(ko cos 8)ein• 

R - (22) 

in which a,. (ko cos 8) and b,. (ko cos 8) are the amplitude 
weighting functions of the cylindrical-wave vector expansion . • 
and ko is the free space wavenumber. As shown by Leac.h [41 ], 
the values of these amplitude weighting functions can be 
derived from the output of· the probe for. two orthogonal 
polarizations and from the sets of clylindrical amplitude 
weighting functions that represent the radiation pattern of 
the probe for two orthogonal polarizations; Thus the res-ulting 
cylindrical-wave spectrum for the test antenna is determined 
with compen::-ation for the effects of the probe. 

Leach [41] has shown that the sample spacing criteria in· 
azimuth. angle ,p and. axial direction :: for near-field measure- · 
ment<1 on_ a right cylindrical surface are 
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r 
A~==-

N 
(23) 

and 

r 
(24) AZ==-

ko 
where N must be chosen as the smallest integer greater than 
k0a and a is the radius of the smallest cylinder completely en
closing the antcnna.3 If the value of k0 i:- substituted into the 
above expressions with N = koa, the sample spacings become 

and 

). 
A~==
. 2a 

). 
AZ==-· 

2 

(25) 

{26) 

Note that the arc length on the cylinder separating adjacent 
sample points on the smallest cylinder enclosing the antenna is 

). 
l:.S = aAefJ = - · . 2 

{27) 

Leach constructed a slotted wave!?uide array as a test 
antenna for the cylindrical-wa,·e expan!'ion technique. The 
array of sluts WclS cut into the broad wall of a 43.7-cm length or \\'R 90 w~t\"C'~uide. Ten slots resonant at 9.68 GHz were 
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Fig. 13. .Measured and cakulatl'd far-field E- am! H-plane patterns of .. 43. i-cm i;lottcd waveguide arra>· antenna operating at 9.6!1 GHz. The calculatt>J palkrns \\;ere obtaint>«l by the eylindrirn_l-w;ive modelexpan~iun method. (From Leach, (-ll ).) (a) Elevation pattern of E+: solid line. cakulatl'd; dotted line, mt>asurcd. (b) :\zirnuth pattern of E+: solid line, calculatl'U; dotted line, measured. 

located alternately approximately o:2s cm from the center- and the rallius Rand tht>ir as~ociated unit vectors. In additi.on line of the guide. For the nc-ar-field mca~urements; the slotted to the harmonic functions, sine and cosine, the associated array was mounted vertically and the probe was set at a Legendre polynomials of the fir,;t kind· and spherical Bessel radius of 30.5 cm from the test antenna. The cylinder was functions are nece,;sarv to d~crihe the spherical-wave soludivide<l into 32 vertical :-cans of the prol.,e, each sepa_ratcd hy tions. For the spheric~! wave to !'ati~fy the radiation condi-11.250 in the azimuthal angle 4>o- The length of each scan on tion at infinity, the spherical Be,-~el funrtionc; are restricted to the cylinder was approximatdy U2 cm. spherical Hankel functions. Potter [4i] has investigated the Fig. 13 shows a comparison of measured and calculated · . properties of these i.pherical-wa\"e functions and discusses in far-field patterns of this test antenna for the cylindrical modal detail the approximations that are valid in the various field expansion method. Princi,.;__-.1 plane cuts for both elevation · ,·- regions . . and azimuth patterns are shown. Unfortunately, the mea• Ludwig. [43 J shows that both the electric and magnetic_ -.suremerifs of the probe pattern and the near-field ~teasure•·· .fields can he expres.,ed as summations of the spherical-wave ments from the test antenna were made in an em·ironmcnt in function~ and that the coefficients of these wave functions can • which stray radiation wa..; ·rclatin:ly high. Although good • be derived from the tangential electric field alone on a sphere agreement is shown O\'er most angular regions in both of radius R, >Ro. (A sphere of radius Ro contains all sources.) : principaf planes, it is felt that much better agreement would In terms of \he spherical-wa,·c functions and their coefficients, be possible if stray radiation and reflections in the vicinity the fields for R>R
1 

c.i.n be expressed as · of the near-field range could be reduced. For all measurements 
· and computed ele\'ation patterns, there was disagreement in 

the region between 35° and 65°. There appears to. be strong 
· evidence that this disagreement can be tracoo to reflections 
from the surroundings that occurred during measurement$. 

Spherical-Wat·e Expansion: The solutions to the homo
geneous vector-wave equations. in spherical coordinates arc 

. well known and are discu!tc;ed in detail by Stratton [ 8, ch. i]. 
The vector-w.a\"e soiutions include the ,·ector-wa,·e functions 
jf ..,.,and N.,., that are required to describe the complex E and 
H.ficld~ of families of transverse-electric (TE) and tran!werse
magnetic (T~l) waves. These vector-wave functions are 
-given in terms of the polar angle (), the azimuthal angle q,, · 

. . • Tbe actual nt"ar-field measurements do not have to be made on the cylinder of smalll'St radius; consequently, measu_rernents at in~emental arc lengths greater than >./2 );cld an ad\·antage in data reducuon. 
'. -~ 

E(R, 9, ~) = - :E :E a,,..,M ... ., + b,..,.N.,.. {28) ... 
H(R, (), q,) = (k/jwµ) L :E a.,nM - + b,..,.N "'" {29) - . 

where the coefficient,; a...., and b'"" are those derived by Ludwig 
from the tangential· electric field on the surface of a sphere . 
Because all sources were defined to be within the sphere of 

. radius Ro, spherical ..yaves of order n >kRo will not contribute 
significantly to the field f 47 J. Thus the series can be truncated 

· and the coefficients derived for a finite number of terms in the 
·· expan!'ion. The expansion can then be developed tc, express 
the total electromagnetic field e,·erywhere outside the sphere 
of radius R1. · · 

Only limited experimental verification has been accom• 
.. plished for th!! spherical modal expansion. The majority of the· 

.·-~ ·. 
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Fig. 14. Compari11on of measurl"d and comr,utl"d ncv.1r-fi .. ld pattl'rns of a 
conical feed horn. The s11herical-wave 1111.,lal-exp.-in~ion method w11s 
useo to c:aicu_latc the nl'ar-i1cld pattern. (From Ludwig, l·IJ).) 

work has been in the development of design t<'chniques for . 
Cassegrainian-fcd paraboloids. For thi,; application, th<' 
spherical modal expansion. method is used to tran,-form far
field patterns of feeds to near-field patterns. The proce,;s is 
essentially the sam~ i-s for the in\'Crse tram-formation and is 
yalid j( the spht're in the near field is of sufticient radius to 
preclude the cxislence of evanescent wa,·es of significant 
amplitude in the region of the surface of the sphere. In Fig. 14 
a comparison of measured and computed near-field patterns 
made by Ludwig l-13) using the s;herical modal expansion 
method is i-hown. The test antenna was a conical feed horn 
with a 3-dB beamwidth in both the E and JI planes of ap
proximately 1.5°. The near-field radiation of the horn was 
measured by the [i1.,ruu of Standards in a plane al,out 20.3 
cm in Cronf of the aperture. The computed near field by 
Ludwig shows excellent agreement with the measured pat• 
tern. 

Modal E:rpansio,i"in,pltmtnlalions: Of the three geometrics 
in which the modal expau,-ion method has been investigated, 

.. the plane-wave spectrum in tec-tangular coordinates has re-
. ceived the most attention. Currently, most of the very ac

curate near-field probe po,-itioners are designed to permit · 
movement of the probe in an :r-y plane parallel to the aper
ture of the antenna as shown in Fig. 15.'. Positioning.in the:: 
direction is accomplished by movement of the t~t antenna. 
The only significant microwa,·e absorber requirements are in 

· the area of the main beam of the test antenna .. ·. 
Probing in a cylindrical coordinate system can be ac

complished using a near-field probe capable of scanning 
vertically anc:1 a. conventional antenna pedestal capable of 
azimuth rotation. The test antenna is rotated in azimuth by 
fixed angular increments and at each azimuth position the 
probe is scanned vertically, the= direction in the cylindrical 

· . coordinate system. Accurate measurements in the cylindrical 
coordinate system require an outdoor range or an anechoic 
chamber because the main beam is rotated in the measure
ment procedure a:nd reflections from surroundings will affect 
the near-field measurements. 

· A conveq_tional two-angular ~oordinate antenna positioner 
could be used to obtain measurements in the near field for the 
spherical coordinate system. However, as in the· cylindrical 
coordinate system, an .anechoic chamber or free~space condi-
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Fig. 15. Front view of near-fil'ltl probe and "-y-: positioncr. 
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Fig._16. · Schematic representation of a comp;1ct range 
emµlo)·ing a reHector and feed. 

tions must be availaLle to reduce reflections. As mentioned 
pre,·iously, only limited experimental results have been ob
tained U!-ing the spherical modal expansion method. 

Recent results indicate .that the near field of microwave 
antennas can be measured with sufficient accuracy to produce 
accurate far-field patterns by application of modal expansion 
methods. The characteristics of the near-field probes are not 
critical Lecause they can be eliminated from the final results. 
In addition, accurate gain determination can be made from 
the near-field data. Care must be taken in the near-field 
measurement-; to minimize reflections from the surroundings 
and to accurately locate the position of the mea~urement · 
probe at each sampling point. When low-sidelobe antennas 

.. are 1nvolved, the near-field measurements must be made o,·er 
a sufficiently large dynamic range to provide the information 
necessary to describe these sidelobes. 

COMPACT RANGES 

As stated earlier, the testing of microwave antennas usu
ally requires that the antenna be illuminated by a uniform 
J>lane electromagnetic ,vave. In compact ranges, the incident 
wave is created by a reflector or lens close to thr antenna under 
test 

Fig. 16 is.a schematic representation of a compact range 
which employs a large reflector (designated the range reflector) 

:with feed. The di\'erging rays from the feed are collimated by 
_-_ . .,, .. 

, .. 
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the range reflector, and the test antenna is located in the 
collimated bear.1 near the reflector. In this manner, far-field 
results can be obtained. 

Background 

The advantages of having laboratory methods for mea
suring antenna patterns indoors were recognized many years 
ago. l'.fost of the early attempts used len1-es as the collimating 
device, but later attempts used reflectors. 

\Voonton, Borts, and Carruther;; [48] conducted X-band 
compact-range experiments using metal-plate lenses as 
collimating devices. Trials with a stepped lens of 35 wave
lengths square aperture were not succes;;ful, and the failure 
was attributed to the diffraction effects cau;:ecl by the steps. 
An unstepped lens· of rectangular aperture 35 by 7 wave
lengths proved more successful over a limited angular range; 

· however, lhe performance of the measurement range was 
limited by dirT raction from the edges of the collimating lens. 

The error:- arising in the mt>asurement of antenna patterns 
by means of a collimating lens later were examined theoreti
cally by \foonton, Carruthers, Elliot, and Rigby [49 ). They 
found that the errors canbe reduced by increasing the size of 
the collimating lens, and they predicted that a large lc-ns, 40 
'l\·avelengtl1s in diameter, may be used for the precbion mea
surement of the pattt>rn of nny radinting ar>erture of dimen
sions not less than 10 wa,·elengths a11d not more than 20 
wnvelengths over an angular interval ti1at includes the second 
sidelobe . 

. Some experimental in,·~tigations were made by Chapman 
(50] using a solid polystyrene aplanatic lens. The collimating 
lens was 35 wa\"clengths in diameter .ind the two tc5t horns 

· ~-. hose patterns were studied had rectan~ular apertures with 
· a ·maximum dimension of 15 wavele_ngths or less. Unfortu

nately, the indoor .mea1-urements 1-howed large errors when 
compared to outdoor measurements on a far-field range. Re
flections at the surface of the collimating lens probably con
tributed large:)' to the failure of the indoor range. 

In later work, l'.lentzer [51) u1-ed a dielectric lens of low 
dielectric constant to-collimate a beam for measuring radar 
cros.c; sections of various targets. The lens was 33 wavelengths 
in· diameter, and it was con::.tructcd of styrofoam having a 

•··. · .dielectric constant of about 1.03. U!--ing material with such a 
low dielectric con1-tant reduced reflections at the lens surfaces 
to an acceptable level; however, a large focal length wac; 

·· required (JJD= 10). The use of such a lens reduces the re
quired length of the measurement range, but the long focal 

. · · .length tends to disqualify such a range from being described 
· as"compact."· · · . . . 

Some in,·estigations were reported by Crysdale [ 52] in 
which antenna patterns were measured ·using a large parab
oloidal refll'\.·tor as the collimating de,·ice. Large errors were 
found, and methods of reducing these were discussed; how-· 
ever, the observations were incomplete and inconclusi\'e. 

Ka~- (53] considered the question of what is the minimum 
required sep:::-atinn hetween transmitting and receiving an
tennas for far-field measurements, and then he exr>lored 
techniques whereby true far-field r,atterns may be measured 
at closer distances. Kay's theort>tical considerations led to the 
conclusion that if. the· probe (transmitting)· antenna has a 
larger ar>erture than the antenna under test and the phase and 
amplitude are 'uniform over the aperture of the probe antenna 
and if interaction effects are 11e6lected, then the far-field 
pattern of the test antenna may be taken at short distances 

. up to physical contact with the probe antenna. · 
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Fi·g. 18. Comparison of azimuth p.'ltterns (II J>lane) measured onaJ>Oint
source compact rani:c and on a far-tidd outdoor range. The .intenr.a 
w:is a 76-cm paraboloid:il rellector with a horn feed oper-dtiDg at 10 
Gllz. 

Johnson et al. [ 54 )-[ 58] later demonstrated that far-field 
measurements with full-size antennas can be made on indoor 
compact ranges u1-ing reflectors. Two range configurations 
were constructed; one was a:line-source range consisting of a 
parabolic-cylinder reflector. with. a fa~ge hoghorn .· [59] feed, 

. and the other ,vas a point~source range consisting of a 
paraboloidal reflector with a small horri feed. 

The line-source range has the advantages of being easy to- , 
construct ~ccurately and of producing a pure linear polariza:~. 
tion because of the cylindrical rettector; however; there are 
some serious disadvantages. Such a range, in· practic~. i.s 
limited to a single linear polarization and it is· difficult fo 
change frequency bands. To illustrate the latter difficulty, 
for any large chan~e in frequency it is neces;;ary to alter the 
physical size of the lin<!-source aperture o( the hoghorn in the 
plane normal to the direction of the reflector focal line. This 
difficult alterat.ion is necessarr to maintain proper illumina- . 
tion over the aperture of the r>arabolic-cylinder reflector. 

The point-source range is much more versatile. The . 
polarization is determined ~sentially by .the characteristics· 
of the feed, and the reflector is useful over a wide band of fre
quencies. The Up[>er frequency limit is determined by surface 
de\'iations (from a true paraboloidal shape), and the lower 
frequency limit is determined by diffraction effects from the 
edges of the range reflector. A properly designed and fabri
cated range should be useful o,·er several waveguide frequency 
-~~ . . . 

. I 
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(b) 
:Fig .. 19. Azi~r1uth patterns .(H plane) measured on a far.field-outdoor range nnd: on a point-source compact range. The ~ntenz.a was a 76-cm ~raboloidal ~flector with a horn ft>c:d operating at 10 GHz. The gain level at the top of each chart is -15 dB relative to the peak of the main lobe. (a) Outdoor range. (b) Compact range. · · ·. · 

. . ·:. ·. :. . 

. Fig. 17 is a photograph of an experimental point-source in Fig. 18, and a typical comparison of 360°patterns is illus• range. It consists of a 3-m paraboloidal range reflector which . trated in Fig. 19. Note the close agreement between patterns is illuminated by an open-ended waveguide surrounded .by a recorded on the outdoor and compact ranges .. pyramidal horn in which the internal walls are lined with·. 
absorbing material. This absorbing material reduces wide- Design of Nt111 Ranges angle radiation from the open-waveguide feed. Additional The experience gained by working with early models of absorbing material is located below the feed to further reduce . compact ranges makes it possible now to design and fabricate back radiation and diffraction from the feed supports, and · impro,·ed ranges. The several problem areas which must be •some absorbing material is located around the periphery of considered in the design of compact ranges are listed below, the upper. half of the reflector to reduce· the effects of edge·· and they will be discussed in the remainder of this section: diffraction. · . . _ · .. · 1) direct radiation from the feed, The test antenna shown in Fig. 17 is a 76-cm paraboloidal · 2) diffraction from feed and supports, . reflector with an X-.band horn feed. Patterns of the test• 3) diffraction from reflector edges, antenna were recorded on the point-source range arid then 4) depolarization, compared with patterns recorded on a far-field outdoor range. : S) spaC'.e attenuation from primary feed, A typical comparison of expanded scale pauerns i~ illustrated -· 6)° interaction between range and. test anteona, 
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. Fig. 20. Schematic diagram of an improved point-source compact range. 
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Fig . .d. Sk~tch dt>picting :i situation in which the main lobf- of the test · 
antenna i~ dircc-trd tow,ircl a stray radiation source while a sidelobe 
is directed toward tlie collim:ited radiation. 
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feed with Jow radiation in the direction of the test antenna, 
and by placing high-quality absorbing material in a position 
to intercept the radiation, as illustrated in Fig. 20. 

Diffraction from Feed and Supports: The use of a cut pa
raboloid with an offset feed greatly reduces the amount of 
energy incident on the test antenna after being diffracted or 
scattered by the feed and supports, because the main beam of .. 
collimated energy passes above the feed. Such diffracted or 
scattered energy can be reduced further by locating the test 
antenna essentially over the feed and by placing absorbing 
mat<.>rial between the feed and the test antenna. 

Diffraction from Reflector Edges: Discontinuities at the 
edges of the range reflector interrupt the normal flow of cur
rents and produce stray radiation not in phase with the col
limated radiation. This_ stray uncol)imated energy can be 
greatly reduced by "rolling" the edge of the reflector. In effect,. 
this relocates the sharp diffraction edge from the front of the 
reflector to a less exposed region behind the reflector. 

Normally, the larger the radius of curvature (of the roll) 
the better; how<.>,·er, the size and weight of the reflector in
crease also, so a practical radius must be selected. By estimat
ing backscatter from cylindrically cun·ed edges with various 
radii and terminations, Ryan [ 60] suggested that the radius 
of curvature be one wa,·elength or greatc:r at the lowest oper
ating frequency with an arc length of about 180° or greater. 

Depolari:ation: The primary field radiating from the point
source feed has certain polarization characteristics which de
pend on the type of feed which is employed; however, when 
this primary fit:ld is reflected by the doubly curved paralt0-
loidnl reflector, a cross-p~larizecl component can be generated. 
.The magnitude of the cro,-s component will depend on the 
reflector geoinctry, but it will l,e small near the rellector axis 
and it will decrease with increasing focal length. Thus for a 

. gh·en aperture, a long focal length is desirable to reduce de
polarization effects to an acceptable level. 7) stray radiatfon within room, · 

Space Alte1:ualion: The enc:rgy radiatini;: from the feed and 8) ·reflector surface tolerances. 
tra\'cling toward the range reflector mo,·es with essentially a 

Before· discussing the_ aJ>o\·e problem areas, consider the spl~crical waYcfront. After reflection, the energy is collimated ·schematic diagram of an imprO\·ed point-source compact and move,;'with es:-entially a plane wavefront. · 
range ,,:hich is illustrated in Fig. 20. The range reflector is a While the energy is diverging b~tween the feed and the re-.· 

.cut paraboioid with an offset feed, the focal length is.fairly flector, the power density (in watts per square meter) de- · . iong, and the feed is located essentially underneath. the an- creases as the square of the distance from the feed; ho,vever, 
. tenna positiom:r. The coliimated. beam passes from the after collimation the power density remains essentially con-
reftector t<?. the absorbing panel,· and the test antenna is · stant. The distance from the focal point to a paraboloidal reimmersed in this collimated beam: . flector increa~es with the angle from the axis. Thus i(such a 

In addition to the collimated radiation there is stray radaa:- ... reflector were illuminated by an isotropic source, the colli
tion which adds both in and out of phase with the collimated mated beam would ha\'e the greatest power density along the 

. energy and hence perturbs the de!'ired plane incident wa\"e. axis, and. the po\\·er density \\'ould decrease with distance .Such stray radiationcan degrade the accuracy of antenna · from the axis. 
pattern measurements, so efforts must bc made to reduce its . For a given size reflector (aperture), the space-attenuation · effects. Fig. 21 depict:. a situation in which the main lobe of effect will decrease with increasing focal length, so it is ad
the test antenna is directed toward a stray radiation source vantageous to have a long focal length on a compact range. In 
while a sidclobe is directed toward the collimated. radiation~ addition, the feed can be aimed toward the top edge of the 
Note that the contribution of the stray radiation relati,·e to· · retiector so that the.taper of the feed pattern tends to nullify 
'the contribution of the collimated radiation is increa-;ed by the space attenuation;. 
the ratio of the gain!' of the main and side lob~, One <:an see Fig. 22 illustrates ,"the power-density distribution which . that, -in order to accurately test high-gain low-,-idclobe an~ was measured by. moving a _small probe antenna vertically 
tennas, itis necessary to keep stray radiation below acceptable· through the test volume of a line-source range, and Fig. 23 
Je,:els. The effects of stray radiation on a compact range are illi1,-trat~ the power~dcnsity variation which was measured.· no different than ~hose on an outdoor far-field range, but the hy mo\'ing a small probe antenna axially away from the range· 
sources of stray radiation are different on the two ranges. reflt:ctor of a line-source ran~e. These figures demonstrate that · 

Direct Radiation from Feed: Direct radiation from the feed a uniform field intensity can be realized within the test volume to the test antenna can be a source of serious problems: how~·: of a compact range. 
·.·:,ever, it can be reduced .to an acceptable le\'d by designing a: Interaction: When transmitting arid receiving antennas 
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Fig. 22. Power density distribution with vertical polarization at 10 GHz 
for a vertical cut in the test volume of a line-i;ourcc compact range. 
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Fig. 23. Power densitr variation with distance from range reflector fo 
the test volume of a line-source com11act ra11ge. Vertical polarization 
at 10 GHz. (a) Center of range-reflector aperture. (b) 2S.~ cm above 
-center of range-reflector aperture._ 
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Fig. 2-l. Zd1ematic representation of a uniform wavefront (incident 
from the rii:ht) which has s111a!I de\·iations frl),n being pl:inar. Since 
the wys are not collimated, the resulting amplitu<k tli~tribution ;1t 
some position to the left of the illustrated wa,·eiront will be no:1-
uniform. 

generated by some component of the compact range itself. 
Another source of stray radiation is energy reflected or :-:cat
tered by surrounding objecL<;. 

. Such stray radiation can he reduced hy p!acing ah;;orhing 
material to iiltcrcept spillover radiation from the fcrd and by 
locating an alisorhing panel ht!l,ind the tc,;t antenna to catch 

. the collimated bcam. Other stray radiation, howl·,·er, will be 
produn•d by means such as l'Cattering Crom the test antenna 
and its po,;itioner to other parts of the rnnm and then back to 
the test antenna, 

Past experience indicates that there was an amuient ,-tray 
. radiation level of about -50 to -60 dB relative to the col

limated energy in th<' ·laboratory-type cm·ironmcn_ts which 
were employed. To reduce the stray radiation hek-·,,· • hr,;:: 

. levels, it may be nect>:-sary to isolate the ranges hy surround
ing them with abl'orhing material. The size of the cnclo,;ure 
arid the amount of absorbing material required to i,mlate a 
compact range, howe,·er, would be m•1ch less than that re-
quired for con\'-:ntir,nal anechoic chambers which are designed 
to pro,·idc a 2D: (>. range separation. 

Sttrface Tolerances: One of the most critical factor;; in th" 
design of a compact range is the matter. of surface tolerances 
for the collimating reflector. Small de\'iations iu i he fabricated 
surface can cause undesirable effects-in the field incident on 
'the test antenna. 

With a perfect collimating reflector, all reflected rays will 
be parallel and the field incident on thf' test antenna will have 
a plane front and a smooth amplitude distribution. Fabrica
tion errors in the reflector, however, will cause a redistribution 

-of directions in which the_ energy is radiated, and. e"en rela-
. are located near each other, one inust. be particularly careful.. tively small errors will cause rays to deviate from paths paral

to avoid standing waves between the antennas since this situa- lei to the axis. This can result in significant variations in the 
tion can cause measurement errors~pecially in gain meas- amplitude distribution in the test region. · 
urements. Such a situation usually _is not a problem on an A simple schematic representation which illustrates the 
outdoor range because the recei\'ing antenna intercepts only · effects of small surface errors in the collimating rel1ector is 
a small portion o( the transmitted energy. This is analogous shown in Fjg. 24. I( the wavefront incident from the right has 
to reducing standing waves in a waveguide by inserting a pad · small deviations from being planar, the rays will not be para!-

. attenuator between ·two discontinuities. · · Jet, and this results in a nonuniform amplitude distribution at 
Interaction on a compact range can be controlled by con- some position to the left of the illustrated ,vavefront .. The 

' figuring the feed and range geometry so that the te,-t antenna calculation of field intensities in the test region of a compact 
intercepts only a small portion of the transmitted energy. range is more complex than indicated here, but Fig. 24 is u;;e
Then the situation is similar to that encountered on an out- ful to give one a simple intuitive feeling for problems that can 
door range, and interaction wil) not be a serious problem. be caused by small deviations in the range reflector. 
· Stray 'Radiation Within Room: In .effoct, all of the afore- A deviation of the range reflector can be described in sim-
meritioned problem areas involve stray radiation-any radia- · plified terms as having a shape, a maximum deviation (from 
tion incident on_ the test antenna other than the desired colli- the theoretical paraboloid), and a correlation area (size). For 

. mated energy; however, they have dealt \\'1th stray radiation_· example; a deviation might be described as being spherical in 
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shape with a certain maximum dc,·iation and with a certain 
diameter. A detailed analy!,iS of the effects of fabrication er
rors in the range reflector of a compact range has not been 
made; however, we can draw some conclusions from intuitive 
reasoning and from approximations. 

Suppose, for example, that a range reflector has small devi
ations which do not excP.ed aboutX/100. Suppose, in addition, 
that the sizes of indi\'idual deviations are small-say, less than 
a square wa,·elcngth. The amplitude of the field at a point in 
the test region of the compact range will be the .result of in
tegrating contributions from all parts of the range reflector, 
and in this case the errors due to the deviations will tend to 
average out, leaving still a fairly uniform amplitudi> distribu
tion across the test region. Suppose, on the other hand, that 
the &izes of the indi\'idual de\'iations are large-say, com- ·· 
parable to the area of the range rellcctor. In this case, the 

•. effect of the errors will he similar to that of a slightly defocused 
reflector, and the amplitude distribution will still be fairly 
uniform across the test region. 

Deviations of intermediate sizes are more troublesome 
than either the small or lari::e ones. The worst situation prob~ 
ably will be- realized when the sizes of the dedations are com
parable to a Frcsnrl zonr. [2, sec. 6.9. ]. So in the fabrication 
of a range reflector, one must control not only the maximum 
dc\'iations from the desired surface but also the areas over 
which the dC\"iations arc allowed to cxtl'nd. 

To better understand the effects of fahrication errors; 
Clayton [61] has approximated the change in amplitud1' at an 
ob~er\'ation point on the axis of a paraholoirial reflector due 
to a dimple centered on the axis arid h:l\·ing a parabolic
!'-hapcd de\'iation error O\'cr C1nc Frc:-ncl zone. By integrating 
the rontributions to the fielrl o,·cr the dimple, he predict::. that 
the fractional change in amplitude at the oh:-en·ation point 
will he S.1/>.., where A is the maximum dc,·iation of the reflec
tor and>. is the wawlcngth. This cxpre~:'ion predicts a ~-dB 
power chani::e at the obsen·ation point for a maximum surface 
deviation of only 0.007>... 

1'he al,on• approximation indicat~ that the range reflector 
mu;;t be faliril-ated with great care-particularly in the area in 
front of the tc:-t region, but the tolerance can he relaxed some
\\0hat toward the edges of the range reflector. If the range re
flector i;; constructed with sufficient accuracy, good resulL'
c:in be obtained with a compact range. 

A pplicaJions 
' . . . . 

Compact ranges can he used for most ap;;!ications in which 
die de,·ice under test must be illumin:itcd by a uniform plane 
wave. Such applications include antenna pattern measure
ments, gain compari:-ons, boresight measurements [62 ], radar. 
·u:flcctivity measurements, and more recently, illumination of · 

. animals and humans to study biological effects of microwave 
radiation [63]-[65]. . . . · 

The chief advantage of compa~t ranges is the small size. 
In research and dt:.dupment activities, a compact range can 
be locateo in a laboratory near the design engineers. In manu-
facturing or rework facilities, a compact range can be located . 
nea~ the end of an a,-semhly line. In both of the,-e applications, 
the range can be located indoors where it will not be subject to.·. 
ad,·er;:e weather co11ditions. In addition, if testing must be 
performed in a ~d electromagnetic em·ironment, the compact 
range can be located in. an absorber lined screen room free 
from outside interfering signals. 
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Fig. 2.5. Calculated infinite rnni:t· patterns of a t)•pical paraboloid 
focused at the inclil:atcd ranges. 

.. 

Compart rang-cs are rclath·ely new dc\'ices, and commer
cial models are just now being de\'t!loped. It is felt that such 
ranges will pro\'c very u:-eful for man.,- applications in the 
future. 

PATT£Rs ~IEAsuRc'.\tE:--Ts wnH AsT£xsAs 
Foct·si::u AT Li-:ss Tu,,:-. 2D2>. 

In the preceding sections two different methods were de
scr ibcd for determining far-zone rarliation patterns of narrow
beam antennas by mc•a,-urcmc-nt,- made in the regions of the 

· apertures of the antc-nnas. In this section the discussion will 
be directed toward making simulated !~r-field pattern meas
urements at te:-t l-iCparations which arc generally less than 
2D:/X, but rcmond from the region of the aperture itself.. 
The mea,-urements are made with the antenna under test Co-

. cu~ed to produce optimum radiation patterns at the test 
distance. The antc11na is then refocused at infinit\·, and the· 

. pattern~ which are measured .it the te~t distance a;e assumed 
to describe the far-field patterns of the refocused antenna 

. v.·ithin some range of error. 
. The need for refocu~ing after testing at short ranges is evi

dent from Fig. 25, which present,; calculated infinite range 
patterns of a typical paraboloidal antenna (J/D=0.375) 
which was focused at five test separations from R=D1/4X 
to co. The aperture illuminatioa was assumed to be circularly 
symmetric and of the form 

. J(r) = 0.316 + 0.684 cos2 (rr/2), · 

J(r) = 0, 

0.1 ~, ~ 1 

.0.1 > r > 1 (30) 

where r is the nor~alized radius. This illumination represents 
a 10-dB edge taprr with aperture blockage over the inner 10 
percent of the radius. It will be observed that e\'en .it a test · 
~cparation of. 2D2/A, there- is significant sidelobe distortion, 
especially in the depth of the first null. In Fig. 26 measured 
patt~rns are presented of a 9.14-m diameter paraboloid 
(f/D=0.41) focused at 5D 2/6>.. and then refocused at infinity 

·to simulate the pattern distortion which would occur at in-
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Fig. 26. Illustration or pattern disforti~n for typical paraboloid. (a) 
Focused at SD•/6>.. and measured at the same range. (b) Focused at 
infinity and measured again at SD2/6>.. to simulate operation at 

. ipfinity after focusing at the shorter range. 
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Fi~ 27. Comparison or J.65-m and far.field patterns or a l.5X2.5-1n 
planar array focused at J.65 111 and at infinity. 

finite range without refocusing. It will be observed that there 
is a significant difference between the near-in sidclobcs of the 
two patterns. It is also of interest to note that the farther-out 
sidelobcs arc relatively insensitive to the chan~c in focal posi
tion of the feed. This is typical sidclobc behavior for ~mall 
axial feed displacement It is in keeping with predictions of 

· aperture theory. 
The technique of focusing at a short range applies to pa~ 

raboloids or lenses which can be foru;;cd by axial positionins 
of the feed, lincar arrays which can he physically bent alnng a 
c:ircular arc of radius equal to the test distance l66], and to 
electronically phased arrays whose element pha,.ing can lie 
altered to provide focusing at the test distance [67J, [6~j. It 
also applies to antennas with parabolic-cylinder rcllcctors and 
line-source fc<'<ls (3, pp. 40-46 J and to planar arrays which 
can be physically deformed to focus the array at the te,-t dis
tance. H focusing of an extended aperture is accomplishl'd in 
only one plane, patterns can be made only in the plane of 
focus, and the gain of the antenna will be reduced from rhe 
far-field gain because of the aperture phase error in the orthog
onal plane. 

Ricardi reported on the near-field • characteristics of a 
linear. array [67] with references to the prior literature. 

. Scharf nian and August [ 68] in\·estigated theoretically and ex
perimentally the focusing properties of a planar phased array 
which could l,e focused electronicallv at distances as small as 
one aperture size. Fig. 27, from Sch;rfman and August {68], 
is a co!llparison of a far-field pattern with. a near-field pattern 
of a C-band space-fed array of 1721 elements arranged in an 

. ellipse approximately 2.5 by 1,5 m along the major and minor 
axes. The far-field pattern was made at a separation of 305 m 
. (-8D1/X), and the near-field pattern was made at a separa- · 
tion of 3.65 m; note that the patterns compare closely. Ricardi 
had previously shown that the gains for linear focused arrays 

· were identical to the far-field gain for ranges as close as about 
one aperture length {67 ]. Scharf man and August repo~ted 
agreement between gain measured at near-field ranges of 3.65 

· and 11 m with the far-field gain within. a few tenths of a 
decibel. 

The following discussions will be directed primarily toward 
focusing of paraboloids. Unlike electronically scanned arrars, 
which can be focused at short ranges without pha5e cr~or ex
cept for digital roundoff .error, paraboloids cannot be focused 
at close distances without introducing aberrations. In me:15-

. urements of paraboloids at close distances the inve3tigator is
faced with at least the following questions: at how close_ a dis-: . 
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Fig. 28. Paraboloidal ·reflector focusing geometry. · 

tance measurements can be made without excessive error; 
what error is introduced by measuring at dose distances; and 
what axial movement of the feed is required? 

The problem of focusing paraboloids at small distances 
will be approached from the viewpoints of geometrical optics 
and physical optics. The geometrical optics approach was 
originally reported by l\loseley [ 69] and by Cheng and 
Moseley [70 ]. They published an equation and curves for the 
required axial mo\"ement of the feed. \Ve will examine the 
values of feed movement predicted by Cheng and l\loscley. 

· Then we wiil consider the degree of pattern distortion intro
duced by measurement at close distances, the minimum feas
ible separation between antenna under test and source an
tenna, and the effect of the source antenna.• Investigation of 
these effects requires application of physical optics; however, 
we will review the geometrical optics approach first. · 

Geometrical Oj,!i,;.t Approach 

The geometry relating to the focusing problems is given in 
Fig. 28. The reflector is as~umed to be paraboloidal and the 
prim=try feed is initially as:-umed to be located with its phase 
ceuter at F, the focal point of the paraboloid. It is assumed 
that the phase fronts of the wa\"e emanating from the feed are 
spherical over the angular region subtended by the reflector 
_so that a true phase center exists. Under these assumptions 
and assuming that geometrical optics applies, rays retlccted 
from the paraboloid are parallel to the: axis, and the reflector 
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Fig. 29. Calculated residual phase error or paraboloids oper:itied at 
focus· distance. l,;nity 1,1hasc t'rror corresponds to rD'/·0,R radians. 
(a) l'hase ~rror a~ a function of Tadius. (b) .,_laximurn phase error as 
a function of /ID ratio. 

CIH~ng and l\Ioseley propo!.ed as a criterion for focusing 
the condition that 

,, + r2 = OF" + OF + e · (31) 

us said to be focused at infinity. As the feed is moved axially that is, that the path lengths from P to F" by reflection from 
away from the reflector through a distance E to F', the reflected the periphery of the reflector be identical with that by reflei:-

. rays tend to focus at some point F" on the z axis. Some aberra- . tion from the apex They gave an approxima'tion to the re
tion · must now exist, howe,·er, since an ellipsoidal reflector;· sidual phase error for paraboloids focused under this criterion, .. · 
would be required to produce aberration-free focusing at a which can be written 
finit~ range. For illl cllip,-c,;J .. I reflector y/ith _foci at F' and F'', 

2
E. 

.. A.,.. = 2rr
2

. [ D
2 

_ ] · 
all path lengths from F' to F" via the reflectin~ surface would ~.,, · ... 
be identical. It therefore follows that a paraboloid, whose sur- , · >. BR ( 4D£\.·2 + 

12 .·. !ace necessarily deviates from thafof an ellipsoid, must ex- o) 
hibit some phase error O\"er its aperture relative to the phase .. · · ·. . · 

(32) 

, which would be exhibited by the ellipsoid. · · where ·/-is radi~s in the aperture norm~lized to D/2. 
For a given reflector diameter D the phase errodncr'eases. Fig. 29 presents graphs of the calculated residual phase 

4s OF" decreases, as the f ID ratio of the refl.::dor decreases, error of paraboloids focused under this criterion at finite sepa
and as the frequency increases. When the phase error caused rations Ras a function of normalized radius. The fl D ratio of 
by focusing becomes excessive, patterns measured at separa- .·· the paraboloid is the parameter. The phase error is normalized 
tions OF'' between the antenna under test at O and a source to the phase de,·iation between the fields at the periphery of. 
antenna located at F" will differ significantly from the infinite the aperture and the center of the aperture with the separation 
range pattern ~hich the antenna exhibits when the feed is at between the source antenna and the antenna under.test equai 
F, The magnitude of the residual phase error will be discussed to R and the test antenna focused at infinity. These curves 

.• later in this section. - . . were made using geometrical optics to calculate the aperture 
field but without approximations in the focusing geometry 
[71]. They agree do~ely with the Cheng-Moseley approxima
tion and apply with small error to ratios of R/ D. as ~mall as 

• In this discussion the term "s~ur~ antenna" will be used to describe . 
the antenna at the opposite' end of the antenna test ranl?e. For conve-: 
nienet", this term will be used whether the antenna und,.r test tran~mits 
or receives, even though the "source antenna" is more properly called a 
"sampling" antenna in the former case. 

2m1 · 
Cheng and Moseley derived an approximate expression for . 
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Fig. 30. Axial fE"ed movE"ment I required to refocus paraboloid of focal length/ and diameter D to infinity after focusing at test separation R. Curves are based on geometrical optics approach. 

e and published a set of graphs which relate E to separation 
between the antenna under test and the source antenna [70] 

. based on the approximation 

(33) 

where n-= K>..! D 2• The ratio E/>. was presented as a function 
of n over the range of R=0.2D2A to S0D1/}I, with the f/D 
ratio of the antenna under te~t as a parameter. 

It should be noted that although Cheng· and l\foseley . 
··graphed t/A as an implicit function of A through n, since E is 

derived on the basis of geometrical optic.-:, it is not a function . 
of :>,,. This. is reflected in the following expression from which 
(33) was derived. 

(34) 

This equation is an approximation, but it has extremely 
small error and can be used for calculation of E for almost all 
refocusing probiems. It is instructive to compare (34) with an 
exact expression for E using a digital computer to obtain an 
iterative ~lution [71 ]. For th.is purpose it is convenient to 
express. (34) in the form · · · 
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three'different methods for determining E, and designated the 
three methods: the geometrical optics approach, the .rperture 
phase approach, and the ellipsoidal reflector approach. He re
ported an inconsistency in the values of E predicted by the 
three approaches. In 197l Chu [74] commented on the in
consistency among the earlier results of Cheng. Chu showed 
that the inconsistency between the geometrical optics ap
proach and the ellipsoidal reflector appi<'ach resulted because 
Cheng had matched the paraboloid with an "equivalent" 
ellipsoid only at the apex in the latter approach. He further 
pointed out that if the ellipsoidal and paraboloidal reflectors 
are made coincident at both the apex anrl the periphery, the 
ellipsoidal reflector approach reduces identically to the geo
metrical optics approach. 

Physical Optics Approach 

In the following paragraphs the value of E, derived in the 
previous section using geometrical optics, will be related to its 
effect on the measured antenna pattern. 

Cheng and Moseley [70] used minimum 3-dB beamwidth 
as a criterion of focus and found that the value of E determined 
by this criterion for an assumed radial amplitude distribution 
of the form F(r) = [1-2r;D)1 ] 2 was the same as that given by 
the geometrical optics approach. Calculations using the as
sumed aperture illumination of (30) made in connection with 
the present paper showed maximum .:ctin for a value of e 
which was 1 or 2 percent less than the value predicted by the 
geometrical optics approach. 

Unfortunately, minimum beamwidth and maximum gain 
are both difficult to measure. In practice the criterion of focus 
probably usC'd more than any other is the depth of the null 
between the first sidelohe and the main beam. \\"e ,viii employ 
this as the criterion of focus in the following discussion. 

Although null depth is a sensitive inoicator of focus, one 
has to recognize that the phasor addiL;.>n of relatively small 
extraneous signals to the direct path signal can affect the ac
curacy of focusing regardless of the criterion employed: This is 
particularly true for antennas with a high percentage of ape, -
:ture blockage. :Multiple-bounce reflections between the feed
support structure and reflector can add to the radiated field to 
affect the gain, 3~dB beamwidth, sidelobe structure, and null 
positions~ If such an antenna is focused at short range, the 
phase of the multiple-path energy will change compared with 
the phase when the feed is at the true focus, and can give a 
distorted presentation of the radia_tion characteristics. The 
following discussion relates to antennas in which such effects 
are minor. This includes a large fraction of antennas with . · eR · (IDt -. =1+ - . 

f2 4/ 
·· gains above about 40 dB. · · · 

(35) · Calculations were made for the aperture illumination rep-

The comparison is shown in Fig. 30. The heavy curve repre
sents both the iterative solution for R ~ 100 and the solution 
to (35). It shows that the error in (34) or (35) vanishes as 
R/D approaches infinity. The error in the approximation is 
not of great importance when it represents a small phase error. 
For R=D'/2>. a IO-percent error in E represents a 9° phase •' error. As one anticipates focusing at smaller multiples of D'/>., especially for antennas with larger JI D ratios, he must 

·be more concerned about the error in refocusing. 
Cheng in 1956 [72] and 1957 [73] reported additional in

.. ·. vestigations into the focusing of antennas for simulation of 
· .far-field radiation patterns in the near field. Cheng proposed 

:;., t ·: ·• 

.-:.:•;· 

resented by (30) and for the same f/D ratio. Patterns were 
calculated by Fourier transformation of the aperture field for 
separations from R=D'/16>. to co and for various values of 

. axial feed position. The feed position is given by kE, where Eis 
the axial displacement predicted by the geometrical optics 
formulation represented by the curves of Fig. 30. The axial 
position is varied by Jetting k vary between zero and unity. 
In these calculations it was found that the deepest nulls oc
curred for values of k between 0.92 and 0.93 for all separations 
between R=2D'/A and R=D1/16X. 

Fig. 31 shows calculated patterns for R=D2/8A. Maximum 
null depth was found to occur at a value of k near 0.925. The 
pattern for this value of k is compared with the pattern for 
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F'iR', Jl. Calculated principal-plane patterns of Jlilraboloid operated nt 
D"/SX with foro position given by ke. Maximum null depth occurs for 
km0,925. . 

:i:ig. 32. Residual phase error of paraboloid focused at D 2/8X with fct-d 
position gh·en by 0.925 t. St'e Fig. JJ for gnin data. 

lz= 1. Fig. 32 is a graph of re~idual pha!-e error as a function of 
radius for k=0.925 for thef/D ratio of 0.3i5 employed in the 
calculations. Although the,-e calculations were made with a 

. theoretically perfect paraholoidal reflecting surface and with 
· a specific aperture illumination, we believe that some value of 

k b~tween 0.9 and 0.95 is a l.,etter value than unity for anten
nas with typical aperture illuminations. 

Con1111enls o,i Jlininwm Separalio,i 

Fig. 33 i:- a set of calculated patterns for an antenna under 
the previously a.,;sumed condition:-, focused and tested from 
R•2D2,">.. down to R=D/16"A.. The pattern at R=2D2/"A. is 
,irtually identical with the infinite separation pattern. The 
sidelohes arc sct:n to dc\·iate !'ignificantly from those of the 
long-range patterns as the separation is decrca;;ed. Patterns 
·were calculated for aperture diameters of 1000). an·d 100). so· 
. that the ratio of te!:t separation to diameter changed from 
62.S to.6.25 at R = D_2l16"A.. The patterns differed onlr slightly 
for the two cases. It is e,·idcnt from Fig. 33 that, as the test 
range is decreased from 2D 2/>.., there is a progre!-.c;ive deviation 
of the measured ~~tterns from the pattern which would be 
obtain~ if the measurements were made at 2D 2/>. or greater.' 
Pafterns calculated for an J/D ratio of 0.25 show similar 
character except' that a given distortion occurs at slightly le!-s 
than twice the separation that it occurs for a 0.375 fl D ratio. 

·, 
1 It is emphasized here that· patterns measurt'd at R.,. 2D'IX will 

represent the infinite range pattern only after refocusing (see Fig. 25 for 
the deviation without refocusing). 
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Fig. 33, Calculated principal-plane patterns of paraboloid focused at 
indicatc:-d test sc:-1>.·irations. The pattern for 2D:;x is virtually identical 
with the infinite separation pattt:rn. The deepest nulls occur for k 
near 0.925. Note that gain is slightly higher fork• 1. 

This result can be deduced from Fig. 29(b), which shows that 
the phase error for an f ID ratio of 0.25 at a given separation 
is almost twice that for the 0.375 ratio. These patterns are 
shown normalized to the same maximum gain lcnl for ease of 
comparing sidelobe distortion. The gain degradation as a 
func-tion of R is shown on the figure. 

Fig. 34 pre.en ts a compari:-on of measured principal-plane 
patterns of a 1.83-m di~meter paraboloid with an fl D ratio 
of o:382, tested at a frequency of 7 GHz and focused at separa
tion!! of D2;S"A. and at 4D2/"A.. The ratio of RID at D2/8"A. was 
S . .32 ancl the separation wa:; 9.7-l m. The calculated source an
tenna diameter for an aperture taper of ¼ dB at the reduced 
separation was 8.45 cm using the criterion developed in the 
next section. The actual source was a 3.2-cm by 4.3-cm wa,·e
guidc horn. At the larger separation the source antenna was 
a 1.83-m diameter paraboloid. 

In the!'e measurements the general !'idelobe character pre
dicted in Fig. 33 can l.,e ob,-erved. A crudi: attempt to refocus 
this antenna.to the longer range of 4D2/"A. was made, and the 
resulting pattern is shown in Fig. 34(c). The calcula~ed value 

-or E from Fig. 30, modified by th~ factor 0.925 and ·corrected 
to the larger separation of -lD2/A was 6.53 cm. The value oft 
determined experimenlally was 5.67 cm. The axial motion 
repre!-ented by the differenc-e between the calculated and ex
perimental ,·alues oft represents a pha!-e error of about 45°. 
This would cc,!'responri to the infinite-range pha!le error for an 
antenna which was focu~ed at D 2/"A. without refocusing. It is 

. to be empha!-ized that this crude measurement serves only to 
· illustrate the general validity of the method and problems 

encountered at small separations. l\Iuch additional work is 
required to permit quantitati\'e a!-sessment of the problems of 
·focusing at ranges as small as D 2l8"A.. · 

The pattern asymmetry in Fig. 34(c) results because the 
feed support did not _pro,·ide for precise axial adjustment of 
the feed without lateral motion. The requiremei1t f~r precis~ 
axial feed movement.-presenL" a probiem if the antl!nna under 
.test has pointing accuracy requirements, and this problem 
poses one of the major limitations in te,-.ting at :-mall separa• 
tions. \\'hen tel;ting at separations of D2/2). or greater, the 
main lobe is sufficiently well formed a_fter refocusing to in
finity that a check on the pointing angle can usually be made 
after refocusing. For extremely small ranges, broadening or . 
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the main Iqbe after refocusing (see Fig. 25) makes determina
tion of the true pointing angle difficult. Monopulse and lobing 
antennas pose e\"en more stringent problems than pencil-beam 
antennas because t}ie angular accuracy requirements are 
usually much higher. Symmetry considerations show that an
tennas which exhibit perfect mirror symmetry about the bore
sight axis can be boresighted at close separations after re
focusing to infinity, hut analyses of individual problems are 
necessary for assessment of such errors where extreme pre
cision is required. 

An additional problem in testing at small separations is 
that the antenna tinder test is never identically paraboloidal, 
anci often one of the purposes of pattern measurements is to 
evaluate the character of the reflector surface. If independent 
measurements arc made which determine that the reflecting 
surface is paraboloidal within a negligible error, then focused 
measurements can be accomplished at quite small separations. 

~ If the character of the surface is unknown, a greater separa
tion must be emplorcd to insure a minimum performance in 
the radiating far field. 

As an illustration of this point, suppose that an antenna 
is to be tested at a range of D2/8'A.. Let the surface actually 
be ellipsoidal when it is supposed to be paraboloidal and let 

• the larger focal length, F" in Fig. 28, of the ellip!-oid be D2/8X. 
Patterns measured at this separation will appear to be well 
focused when the feed is at F' and, in fact, the patterns will be 
aberration-free. \\"hen the reflector is ~•1hscquently focused at 

- infinity by movir.:r the feed to F, the far-field patterns will 
conta(n significant distortion and increai-e in siddobe levels 

·. from tho,-e expected. 
One might counter that the aberration-free patterns meas

.. · · ured at .0:/8;\-i\'ould lead· to the conclusion that the rl'flector 
is ellipsoidal and would gfre a clue to the lack of validity of 
the measurement. Suppose, however, that the long focal 

. - length of ·lire l'llipsoid is D2/16X. The patterns measured at 
D 2/8X ·will now appear-normally perturbed, but the far-field 
aberrations will be even more pronounced. Further. a dis
torted reflector is not likely to be ellip,-oidal, but will likely 

-have some shape which wilLproduce an unidentifiable pattern 
. distortion. 

It is i-uggested that in general for antennas with// D ratios 
of 0.35 or greater, unless. extreme precision is required in 
meai-urements of poinfo1g an,:!le and maximum sidelobe levels, 
a separation as small as D2/2'>. appears acceptable if some 
i;mall departure from optimum gain after refocusing is allow
able, e·ven if the reflector surface characteristi.cs are not known 

· fro.m other measuremen.i:s. Quantitative determination of the 
gain reduction due lo the residual phase error is beyond the 

. scope of this paper. A minimum separation of D2/4X appears 
practicable if documentation of sidelobe characteristics is not 
required. A !'eparation of D 2/8X must be considered risky if 
good far-field focusing is required. For smaller f/D ratios the 
minimum range criteria s~ould be incrl'ased to limit the re
sidual aperture phase error to an equivalent value, as indi-

. cated in Fig. 29(b). · 

Ejf ecl of tire So11rce Antenna 

The values of E calculated by Cheng and Moseley .and by 
. Chu are based on the assumption that the source antenna is a 

hypothetical point source. \Ve will consider here the effect of a 
directive source antenna. 

At first ·inspection it would appear that the value of E for 
the case of a directive source antenna. might be significantly 

'.,,,.: 
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Fig. 35. Geometry illustrating integrations over source and test 
antennas required to calculate power transfer. 

different from that for the point source case. This is because 
of the nonzero aperture size of the source, requiring integra
tions O\'er the apertures of both the antenna under test and 
the source, Fig. 35, to calculate the power transfer between 
the two antenna;;. Kay [53J and others have shown, however, 
from reciprocity considerations, that the effect of the integra
tion over the source antenna can be represented with small 
error by an apparent modification of the amplitude and phase 
of the field which would exist on transmi!-sion o\·er the aperG 
ture of the antenna under te:-:t. This approach simplifies the 
calculations and permits a direct a-:sessment of the effect of 
the directh·ity of the !'Ource antenna on E. 

Let the antenna under te,;t be focused at range R by ad
justing for deepest nulls between the main lobe and first side
lobcs. The vaiue of E through which the feed should be moved 
to achieve focus at infinity is that determined in the previous 
section. 

• 

Now let the radiation pattern be measured by a directive 
source antenna A', which produce;. a nC\rmalized field Yaria- · 
tion over the test aperture on the ,. axis when given by 

(36) 

where g(0, 0) = 1 an<l 'Y (0, 0) = 0. It can be shown that over 
the region of solid angle near the y axis, the radiation pattern 

. of the antenna under te;:t will be approximated closely by (13), 
but ,vith its integrand multiplied by g. If g is nearly equal to 
unity, then the patterns are virtually identical for a given 
axial position of the primary feed. O\·er angular regions 
farther removed from the axi~ the approximation is still closer 
than that represented hy (.,6) because the projection of thf! 

· aperture on the incomiu~ wave is maximum when the.direc
tion of propagation from the source antenna is along the : 
axis, and hence g has maximum variation from unity. 

It can be i-hown that, if the directivity of the source an:
tenna is such that the field at the periphery of the test aper
ture varies less than ¼ dB from the field at the center, the 
amplitude function g(f, 11) in (36) is sufficiently near unity in 
thi,; context. Calculated values of the phase deviation 'Y within · 
.the ½-dB contour of a typical paraboloid as a function of the 
axial position of its feed are presented in Fig. 36. It can be 
seen that even for a grossly defocused source antenna the 
maximum value of 'Y is less than 3° even within the ½-dB con
tour and is negligible within the ¼-dB contour. Thus g can be 
ea,-ily made to approach unity closely enough o•,cr_ the test 
aperture for the pattern mea5ured with a directive source to 
be virtually identical with that mea.-:ured using a hypothetical 
point source. Since the patterns are nearly identical, a single .. 
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· Fig. 36. Phase deviation from spherical phase front over test aperture 
caused br indicat<'d ddocusiui,: ot ~nurce am,:,nna. The defocus phase 
error of the source antenna indicatc·s the maximum deviation of·the 
aource-aperture phase front from planar. 

valur. of feed movement E applies to the two cases with negligi
ble error.· 

As the test separation decreases .it is necessary to decrease 
the directivity of the source antenna correspondingly to pre• 
vent the amplitude taper of the illumination onr the test 
aperture from becoming excessi\'e. It can Le shown that the 
maximum diameter D, of the source antenna for a !-dB taper 
over the test aperture c-an Le approximated by 

D, = 0.3ikD, (37) 

where the test separation is fv:;>. and D, is the diameter of 
the test aperture [ 7 5 J. 
Measurements of D11al-Rejlec/or Antennas 

Dual-reflector antennas can be broken into two cla!-ses, 
Cassegrain and shaped rcflec-tor. The Cassegrai'n antenna em- • 
ploys a ·concave paraboloidal main reflector and a con,·ex 
hyperboloidal subreflector [76 ]. It is so named because .it is 
derived from· the Cassc-grain telescope. The Gregorian an
tenna, derived from the Greg9rian telescope, is similar to the 
Cassegrain type except· that the subrefl_ector is a concaYe 
ellipse. Since the basic equations for the Cassegrain also apply 
to the Gregor;,ui, the latter is often con!oidercd a subclass of 
the former and the term "Cassegrain" is assumed to apply to 

·. both types. This will be done here. · 
- Shaped dual-reflector antennas [77] are axially symmetric 

antennas which are similar to the Casegrain types except that 
the configurations of the reflector and subreflector are modi
fied to provide· a desired amplitude distribution while main
taining constant phase over the aperture of the secondary re-
ftector, usually to increase the aperture efficiency. · 

It is well known that the performance of a Cassegrain an
tenna of a given focal length is determined by the performance 
o( an equivalent paraboloid whose focal length is determined 
by mirroring the main reflector in the subreflector as seen 
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comes so large that the equivalent paraboloid ccncept docs 
not apply. In addition, the illumination of the subreAector uy 
the primary feed tends to be altered excessi,·cly. It is well 
known, however, that the focus is much more scn,itive to axial 
movement of the subreflector thi:n to movement of the pri
mary feed [76]. The5e factors, in addition to the fact that it is 
usually difficult to move the primary feed, make it more 
practicable to accomplish foc.u;,ing .it short range by 1,,.:ive
ment of only the subreflector. The subreflector is moved 
toward the main reflector to refocus to infinity. 

It has been calculated by Cloete [7S] that the rcquirerl 
movement E of the subreflcctor for a given main reflector f ID 
ratio and source separation RID is witliin 3 percent of the 
value predicted for a prime focus reflector with the same f/ D 

· ·ratio.The calculated ,·alue of suhreflector mo,·emcnt is esse11-
tiallr independent of the magnification. Hollis and Lyon [79] 
found that the residual aperture phase error due to focusing at 
a distance of 0.4D'/'A was essentially the same as that inrli
cated in Fig. 29(b) for a paraboloid having the J/D ratio of 
the main reflector. It shouid he cmpha;;ized that the f/D ratio 
in Fig. 29(b) is that of the main reflector, not the equivalent 
J/D ratio. 

In the case of the typical Cassegrain antenna with a large 
depth of focus, if the phase center of the primar-y fl·ed is 
known to rca;;onalJle accuracy, it can he located at the nominal 
focal point of the hyperboloid. The r!->'lsc c-enter of the pri
mary feed must be known to an accuracy which i;; ronsi;;tcnt 
with the depth of focu;; of the Cas;.cgrai:! antenna. F~rtu
nately, the depth of foc-u;; and the uncertainty in determining 
the axial position of the pha,;e center increase together. 

It is important that care be exercised to insure '.!1..!~ o~ly 
axial motion of the suhrcllt•ctor occurs since the 1,cam direc
tion and tilt arc !-Cn'-itivc to lateral motion and aniular mis
alignment of the subrellector. Afler the required rdocu;.iros 
has Leen accomplished, beam directic•n a:,d pattern symmetry 
should be chr.d.:erl at the reduced range, as was discussed for 
prime-focus antennas. 

· Claydon [ 80] has investigated analytically the focu,:rig 
· characteristics e>f 3 shaped dual-reflector antennas, each with 
a main reflector diameter of 400 waYelengths. He defines ap
parent focal length as the distance from :the vertex of the main 
reflector to the intersection of a line joining the extreniities of 

. the two reflectors with the axis of rotation. He presents curves 
of the aperture phase de,·iation as a function of aperture ra
dius for three values of axial movement of the subreflcctor and 
the feed as parameters for an apparent f ID ratio of 0.31 and 

. an apparent magnification of approximately 4.5. 
One can conclude from the re:mlts of Claydon that, like 

the Cassegrain antenna, focusing a shaped dual-reflector an
tenna with large magnification is more practicable by dis
placement of the subreflector than by displacement of the 
primary feed. Analysis of the Cla)'don data shows that the 
required axial mo,·ement of the subreflector for an apparent 

.· from the feed [76]. This equivalence applies to the aperture· 
distribution, coma, and cross-polarization characteristics. It 
also applies to the depth of focus, that is, the axial movement 
of the primary feed required to produce a given phase error. 
The equivalence applies, however; only to relatively small 
movements of the feed. Cassegrain antennas are usually de-

. signed t~ have long equiYalent focal lengths, typically greater 
than 2. When such a Cassegrain antenna is to be focused at 
close range, the required axial fet:d movement usually be-

JI D ratio of 0.31 and aperture diameter of 400>. for focusing 
at R=0.42D2/'A was 0.35>.; see Fig. 37. This compares \\;ith 
0.,38>.. for a prime focus antenna of the same focal length. The 
maximum value of the residual aperture phase error due to 
focusing at this. distance is essentially that indicated in Fig. 
29(b) for a paraboloid with focal lerigth equal to the apparent 
focal length as defined by Claydon. The phase error as a func
tion of radius appears to have similar character to that of 
Fig. 29(a), but with a slightly different distribution near the 

. center of the aperture. 
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tion is similar to that of a conventional far-field range. The 
useful frequency range of a compact range is limited on the 
upper end by fabrication errors of the range reflector and on 
the lower end by diffraction effects of the reflector edges and 
by direct radiation from the feed. At lower frequencies, it is 
more difficult to use absorbing material to reduce direct radia-
tion from the range feed to the test antenna._ The chief ad-
vantage of a compact range is its small size which allows it to 
be located indoors; the smaU size also reduces the require-
ments for microwave absorbing material. A chief limitation is 
that the range reflector must be larger than the antenna under 
test;. in addition, the reflector must be constructed very ac
curately. Compact ranges are very \'ersatile, however, since Feed Displ-ment 

0 """"""------- they can be used for antenna pattern measurements, gain 
o 100). 200~ comparisons, boresight measurements, radar reflectivity meas-

. urements, and many other applications which require the Fig. 37. Calculated aperture phase error for a shaped dual-reflector . · • • ·· · . . ... antenna~~b!-'.movetnent of the subrctlcctor axially through-0:35 .;\_, •. ~crea~IO_I} o.f an mcident_pl~n~w~:re _qt Jnl<;t:,q.Y{:,.Vj! (r~_qu_enJ:tes, .'!. _ 
and 2fby movement of the feed axially through S;\., The aperture . . .The third technique, in ,vhich the test antenna is focused 
quadratic phase error due to the testing at 0.42D2

/;\. is shown by the within the radiating near field for pattern measurements is dashed curve. (From Claydon, (80].) • • . . ' 

The Claydon data further indicate that the residual aper
ture phase. errqr for a fred-horn displacement which \\:ould 
focus the shaped dual-reflector antenna at 0.42D2/;\ was 
greater by a factor of about 2 than that for the subrellector 
movement which would cause focu;;ing at the same range. 
The feed-horn ris!,Llcement for focusing at this range employ
jng t~e criterion of equal phases at the center and periphery of 
the aperture wa,; approximately SX. This is the same as that 
predicted by (33). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The body of this paper has been concerned primarily with 
three fundamentally different techniques for determining an
tenna far-field patterns from measurements made within the 
radiating near-field region. Each technique has individual ad- · 
vantages and limitations, and these features determine 
whether a technique is suitable for a particular application. 

quite simple to employ; howe\'er, 1t 1s aprilicable only to an-
tennas which can he focused for testing and then refocused to 
infinity for operation. The chief ad,•antage of this technique 

_is t_hat pattern-measu.rements_"can be made in the_racliad-;;g--- .... 
near field for many antennas when a\'ailable ranges are not 
long enough for far-field measurements. 

The third technique (focusing) usually is employed only 
when a far-field range of sufficient length is not a\'ailable; 
however, it is important to note that the first two techniques 
(field probing and compact range) usually are employed be
rause they h:ive certain advantages O\'er conventional outdoor 
ranges. The techniques, field probing and compact range, 
ha\'e not been employed extensh·ely yet· because they were 
developed only recently, but it is anticipated that both tech
niques will be employed more in the future as they become 
better known and as commercial models become more readily 
available. · 

· - ·· · How~fer, w·hen properly eri'l"J>Toyed, ea:cti' tecnnique--can be 
·_ used· with confidence to determine far-field patterns without 
. ·,ecj°uiring far-field separations between· test ind -measurement 

antennas. 
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Phenomenological and Electron;. Theoretical Study · o-f the 

Electrodynamics of Rotating Systems 

TOSHIYUKI SHIOZA WA 

Abstract-A phenomenological and electron-theoretical study 
of the electrodynamics of rotating systems is developed in the three
dimensional form. In the former part of the present paper, the elec
tromagnetic tield equations in an isotropic and homogeneous rnccit!rn 
;.erforming arbitrary acceler:i.ted motion relative to an inertial refer
ence frame are derived from the phenomenological viewpoint, under 
the assumptions that the observer is at rest in the inertial or rotating 
reference frame and that the macroscopic properties of the material 
medium are not changed by the acceleration acting upon it. With the 
aid of. the classical electron theory, the latter part of the present pa
per di:.cusse .. :!:e electromagnetic field equations in rotating media 
as viewed from the inertial or rotating frame, presenting an electron-

. theoretical basis for the electrodynamics of rotating media. In addi- · 
tion, the electromagnetic- effects caused by the inertial forces ac
c_ompanying the rotational motion, i.e., the centrifugal and Coriolis 

. forces, are investigated in detail. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

• THE ELECTRODYNAl\HCS of moving media was 
·founded in 1908 by J\Iinkowski {1], on the bai-is of the 

. special theory of rclatiYity. Although new formulations 
[4}-[6] to replace l\linkow!'ki's theory [2], [3]have been pre
sented by se,·eral author!' after its appearance, it has been re-

. cently clarified by Tai [i] that they are not independent of 
the Minkowski formulation but rather ca11 b~ deduced directly 
from it by the appropriate linear transformations.1 Thus we 
may now consider :i\[inkowski's theory as giving the ba~is for 
the macro,-copic electromagneti!'m. However, i\Iinkow:-ki's 
theory seems to be unsatisfactory in that it can he applied 
only to the ek,tromagnetic phenomena in inertial reference 
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1 Recently, a comparative study of various formulations of electro

dynamics of moving media has also been presented by Penfield anJ Haus 
(8), but.tlwy h<1vc not di~cusscd the consLitULive n·lations between fidd 
vectors. As pointed out by Tai (7 ). the constitutive relations play an im
portant role in the electrodynamics of moving media. 

frames: it is applicable only to the case where both observers 
and material media are at rest in inertial frames. l\lost re
cently, several attempts [9]-[12] have been made to extend 
l\Iinkowski's theory to the case that obser\'ers or material 
media are performing acct·lerated motion with respect to in
ertial frames. In these attempts, the electromagnetic field 
equation!' in accelerated systems have been obtained from 
tho~e in inertial reference frames by means of the mathemati
cal tool in the general theory of relati,·ity, i.e., the tensor cal
c-ulus in the four-dimensional Riemannian i-pace [2 J, [ 13 ]
[ 15 ]. Although the tensor calculus is .an elegant and useful 

· means for descrming the phy:-ical phenomena in accelerated 
- systems, it is also po;;.silJle, as in the case of the l\laxwell
, l\linkowski equations in inertial frame~ [·16 ], 122 ], to develop 
the electrodyniin1cs of accelerated systems in the three-

. dimensional form, without using the tensor calculus. The 
purpose of this paver is to derive, by the latter method, the 
electromagnetic field equations for the typical cases of ac
celerated motion tl:at observers or material media an: uni
formly rotating with respect to inertial reference frames. 

In thi::.- article, let us discuss the aforementioned pre.Liem 
from two distinct points of view, namely, from the phenome
nological and electron-theoretical viewpoints. Ily the· phe
nomenological viewpoint is meant a ,iewpoint in which one 
describes the electromagnetic effects of· matter in terms of 
gi,·en parameters such as permittivity t, permeabilityµ, and 
conductivity er, without inquiring into its internal structures. 
In this !'ense, the works presented so far [9 ]-[ 12] stand a!I c,n · 
the phenomenological viewpoint. In the electron-theoretical 
point of view, on the other hand, material media are regarded 
as consisting of posith:cly charged nuclei and negatively 
charged tlectron~, and their electromagnetic effects are taken 
into account by considering the interaction of eiectromagnetic 
fields with the aggregate of these charged particles. For the 
case of material media performing accelerated motion, in 


